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Photography
Aug 1, 2019

Pilgrims of Woodstock: Never-Before-Seen Photos

John Kane, Richard F Bellak, Tom Law

In the summer of 1969, 400,000 people
from across the country came together and redefined
the music scene forever. Though the legacy and lore
of Woodstock lives on in the memory of its
attendees, a new generation can experience the real
and unedited festival through Richard Bellak's never-
before-seen photographs and John Kane's incredible
new interviews. Pilgrims of Woodstock offers a vivid
and intimate portrait of the overlooked stars of the
festival: the everyday people who made Woodstock
unforgettable. The photographs and interviews
capture attendees' profound personal
moments across hundreds of acres of farmland, as
they meditated, played music, cooked food at night,
and congregated around campfires. For three days,
they helped and relied on each other in peace and
harmony. For most, it was a life-changing event.
Now, as the 50th anniversary of the famed festival
approaches, relive their experiences firsthand in
Pilgrims of Woodstock.

Red Lightning Books
250 pages

9781684350780
Hardcover | $32.00

Biography &
Autobiography

Apr 25, 2019

A Grip of Time: When Prison Is Your Life

Lauren Kessler

A Grip of Time (prison slang for a very long
sentence behind bars) takes readers into a world most
know little about—a maximum-security prison—and into the
minds and hearts of the men who live there. These men,
who are serving out life sentences for aggravated murder,
join a fledgling Lifers' Writing Group started by award-
winning author Lauren Kessler. Over the course of three
years, meeting twice a month, the men reveal more and
more about themselves, their pasts, and the alternating
drama and tedium of their incarcerated lives. As they
struggle with the weight of their guilt and wonder if they
should hope for a future outside prison walls, Kessler
struggles with the fiercely competing ideas of rehabilitation
and punishment, forgiveness and blame that are at the
heart of the American penal system. Gripping, intense, and
heartfelt, A Grip of Time: When Prison Is Your Life shows
what a lifetime with no hope of release looks like up-close.

Red Lightning Books
218 pages

9781684350667
Paperback | $31.00

Sports &
Recreation
Jul 1, 2019

Race and Football in America : The Life and Legacy of
George Taliaferro

Dawn Knight, Delise S O'Meally, Bob Kravitz

As the first African American player to be drafted
by the NFL and the first African American to play
quarterback, George Taliaferro was a trailblazer whose
athletic prowess earned him accolades throughout his
football career. Instrumental in leading Indiana University to
an undefeated season and undisputed Big Ten
championship in 1945, Taliaferro was a star when many
major universities had no black players on their rosters and
others were stacking black players behind white starters.
George Taliaferro would later rack up impressive statistics
while playing professionally for the New York Yanks, Dallas
Texans, Baltimore Colts, and Philadelphia Eagles. His
athletic prowess did little to prevent him from facing
segregation and discrimination on a daily basis, but his
popularity as an athlete also gave him a platform. Playing
professionally gave Taliaferro more opportunity to use
football to fight oppression and to interact with other
important trailblazers, like Joe Louis, Nat King Cole,
Muhammad Ali, and Congressman John Lewis. Race and
Football in America tells Taliaferro's story and profiles the
experiences of other athletes of color who were recognized
for their athleticism yet oppressed for their skin color, as
they fought (and continue to fight) for equal rights and
opportunities. Together these stories provide an insightful
portrait of race in America.

Red Lightning Books
290 pages

9781684350957
Hardcover | $79.00

Sports &
Recreation
Jul 1, 2019

Race and Football in America : The Life and Legacy of
George Taliaferro

Dawn Knight, Delise S O'Meally, Bob Kravitz

As the first African American player to be drafted
by the NFL and the first African American to play
quarterback, George Taliaferro was a trailblazer whose
athletic prowess earned him accolades throughout his
football career. Instrumental in leading Indiana University to
an undefeated season and undisputed Big Ten
championship in 1945, Taliaferro was a star when many
major universities had no black players on their rosters and
others were stacking black players behind white starters.
George Taliaferro would later rack up impressive statistics
while playing professionally for the New York Yanks, Dallas
Texans, Baltimore Colts, and Philadelphia Eagles. His
athletic prowess did little to prevent him from facing
segregation and discrimination on a daily basis, but his
popularity as an athlete also gave him a platform. Playing
professionally gave Taliaferro more opportunity to use
football to fight oppression and to interact with other
important trailblazers, like Joe Louis, Nat King Cole,
Muhammad Ali, and Congressman John Lewis. Race and
Football in America tells Taliaferro's story and profiles the
experiences of other athletes of color who were recognized
for their athleticism yet oppressed for their skin color, as
they fought (and continue to fight) for equal rights and
opportunities. Together these stories provide an insightful
portrait of race in America.

Red Lightning Books
290 pages

9781684350704
Hardcover | $57.00

Sports &
Recreation
Apr 1, 2019

The Winning Cars of the Indianapolis 500

James Craig Reinhardt

At speeds of over 230 miles per hour, the Indy
open-wheel race cars set the bar for American
Championship car racing. For over 100 years, the Indy
cars and their drivers have drawn hundreds of thousands
of spectators to Speedway, Indiana, with another 6 million
people watching the race on television or by live stream. In
The Winning Cars of the Indianapolis 500, James Craig
Reinhardt, author and official tour guide for the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway, details the history of the famous race
and how the open-wheel race cars have evolved over the
last century. Starting in 1911 with the first running of the
Indy 500, Reinhardt profiles each race and car, including
the starting position, engine, tires, race speed, margin of
victory, and much more. Featuring nearly 200 images of
the automobiles and individuals who make the race
renowned, this book showcases the top drivers and how
racing has changed through two world wars, the Great
Depression, and unforgettable accidents. This beautifully
illustrated book is a must-have for veteran and rookie race
fans alike.

Red Lightning Books
300 pages

9781684350742
Paperback | $18.00

Sports &
Recreation
Apr 1, 2019

The Indianapolis 500: Inside the Greatest Spectacle in
Racing

James Craig Reinhardt

Known as the "Greatest Spectacle in Racing," the
Indy 500 humbly began in 1911. Labeled as the first
speedway, this two-and-a-half-mile oval is now home to
many of today's top races, including the Brickyard 400, the
Verizon IndyCar Series, the Monster Energy NASCAR Cup
Series, the SportsCar Vintage Racing Association, the Red
Bull Air Race World Championship, and its most famous
race, the Indianapolis 500. In The Indianapolis 500: Inside
the Greatest Spectacle in Racing, speedway tour guide and
racing aficionado James Craig Reinhardt shares what
makes the legendary racetrack special. He reveals the
speedway's unbelievable history, fast-flying action,
notorious moments, and its secrets, including facts about
the beginning of the brickyard, why the drivers kiss the finish
line, how milk became the drink of choice, and much more.
The perfect gift for the veteran or rookie, The Indianapolis
500 is a must-have for all race fans.

Red Lightning Books
216 pages

9781684350629
Paperback | $20.00

Travel
Apr 1, 2019

Lincoln Road Trip: The Back-Roads Guide to America's
Favorite President

Jane Simon Ammeson

America's favorite president sure got around.
From his time as a child in Kentucky, as a lawyer in Illinois,
and all the way to the Oval Office, Abraham Lincoln toured
across the countryside and cities and stayed at some
amazing locations. In Lincoln Road Trip: The Back-Roads
Guide to America's Favorite President, Jane Simon
Ammeson will help you step back into history by visiting the
sites where Abe lived and visited. This fun and entertaining
travel guide includes the stories behind the quintessential
Lincoln sites, but also takes you off the beaten path to
fascinating and lesser-known historical places. Visit the Log
Inn in Warrenton, Indiana (now the oldest restaurant in the
state), which opened in 1825 and where Lincoln stayed in
1844, when he was campaigning for Henry Clay. You can
also visit key places in Lincoln's life, like the home of
merchant Colonel Jones, who allowed a young Abe to read
all his books, or Ward's Academy, where Mary Todd Lincoln
attended school. Along with both famous and overlooked
places with Lincoln connections, Jane Simon Ammeson
profiles nearby attractions to round out your trip, like Holiday
World & Splashin' Safari, a third-generation family-owned
amusement park that can be partnered with a trip to the
Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial and Lincoln State Park.

Red Lightning Books
232 pages

9781684350940
Hardcover | $79.00

Travel
Apr 1, 2019

Lincoln Road Trip: The Back-Roads Guide to America's
Favorite President

Jane Simon Ammeson

America's favorite president sure got around.
From his time as a child in Kentucky, as a lawyer in Illinois,
and all the way to the Oval Office, Abraham Lincoln toured
across the countryside and cities and stayed at some
amazing locations. In Lincoln Road Trip: The Back-Roads
Guide to America's Favorite President, Jane Simon
Ammeson will help you step back into history by visiting the
sites where Abe lived and visited. This fun and entertaining
travel guide includes the stories behind the quintessential
Lincoln sites, but also takes you off the beaten path to
fascinating and lesser-known historical places. Visit the Log
Inn in Warrenton, Indiana (now the oldest restaurant in the
state), which opened in 1825 and where Lincoln stayed in
1844, when he was campaigning for Henry Clay. You can
also visit key places in Lincoln's life, like the home of
merchant Colonel Jones, who allowed a young Abe to read
all his books, or Ward's Academy, where Mary Todd Lincoln
attended school. Along with both famous and overlooked
places with Lincoln connections, Jane Simon Ammeson
profiles nearby attractions to round out your trip, like Holiday
World & Splashin' Safari, a third-generation family-owned
amusement park that can be partnered with a trip to the
Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial and Lincoln State Park.

Red Lightning Books
232 pages
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Religion
Aug 1, 2019

God Land: A Story of Faith, Loss, and Renewal in Middle
America

Lyz Lenz

In the wake of the 2016 election, Lyz Lenz
watched as her country and her marriage were torn apart by
the competing forces of faith and politics. A mother of two, a
Christian, and a lifelong resident of middle America, Lenz
was bewildered by the pain and loss around her—the empty
churches and the broken hearts. What was happening to
faith in the heartland? From drugstores in Sydney, Iowa, to
skeet shooting in rural Illinois, to the mega churches of
Minneapolis, Lenz set out to discover the changing forces of
faith and tradition in God's country. Part journalism, part
memoir, God Land is a journey into the heart of a deeply
divided America. Lenz visits places of worship across the
heartland and speaks to the everyday people who often
struggle to keep their churches afloat and to cope in a land
of instability. Through a thoughtful interrogation of the
effects of faith and religion on our lives, our relationships,
and our country, God Land investigates whether our divides
can ever be bridged and if America can ever come together.

Indiana University Press
176 pages

9780253039170
Hardcover | $52.00

Biography &
Autobiography

Apr 12, 2019

Birch Bayh: Making a Difference

Robert Blaemire

A remarkable history of one of the most legendary
US senators of our time, Birch Bayh: Making a Difference
reveals a life and career dedicated to the important issues
facing Indiana and the nation, including civil rights and equal
rights for women. Born in Terre Haute, Indiana, right before
the Great Depression, Birch Bayh served more than 25
years in the Indiana General Assembly (1954–1962) and the
United States Senate (1963–1981). His influence was seen
in landmark legislation over his tenure, including Title IX, the
25th Amendment, the 26th Amendment, Civil Rights of the
Institutionalized, Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention
Act, and the Bayh-Dole Act. Bayh was also the author, chief
Senate sponsor, and floor leader of the Equal Rights
Amendment and successfully led the opposition to two
Nixon nominees to the Supreme Court. Robert Blaemire
profiles not only the prolific career of this remarkable senator
but also an era when compromise and bipartisanship were
common in Congress.

Indiana University Press
484 pages

9780253041494
Paperback | $15.00

Fiction
Mar 1, 2019

Fierce Pretty Things: Stories
Blue Light Books
Tom Howard

In these eight darkly comic stories, Tom Howard
explores the instincts for violence and tenderness that mark
his character's lives. A brother and sister wander the pier
after a deadly plague destroys most of humanity. A high
school bully struggles to overcome his demons. A man in
the grips of dementia is visited by his children's ghosts. The
people in these blistering tales grapple with past mistakes,
trying to navigate their way toward redemption and
resurrection and failing often—but always with a ferocious
heart. Their unforgettable voices guide us through
schoolyards, cemeteries, drive-in theaters, and the rich
landscapes of their own imaginations. Equal parts funny,
tragic, and wise, Fierce Pretty Things is a striking debut that
teaches us how to live in a world as cruel as it is beautiful.

Indiana University Press
144 pages

9780253038920
Paperback | $23.00

Fiction
Apr 1, 2019

Chasing the Big Leagues: A Novel
Break Away Books
Brett Baker

Three years after earning a full-ride baseball
scholarship to Ohio State, "Golden" Jake Standen has
burned out. Working as a furniture mover and bouncing
between meaningless relationships, he's convinced that his
baseball dreams are over. But after the 1994 Major League
Baseball strike prematurely ends the season, the playoffs,
and even the World Series, Jake is about to get his lucky
break. Strike be damned, the owners will have a team for
the '95 season, even if they have to open tryouts and spring
training to anyone who can hit or throw the ball. After scoring
contracts for the Toronto Blue Jays, Jake, his best friend
Brian Sloan, and an unlikely cast of new teammates have
just six weeks to learn how to play like never before, amid a
slowly building crescendo of public curiosity, media scrutiny,
and a labor dispute that could put them on the field come
Opening Day—or dash their dreams at any minute. Based
on the true stories of the 1994–95 replacement players,
Chasing the Big Leagues is an exciting novel about shared
dreams and competing interests, best friends and second
chances, growing up and finding love.

Indiana University Press
238 pages

9780253039330
Hardcover | $51.00

Transportation
Mar 1, 2019

American Steam Locomotives: Design and Development,
1880!1960
Railroads Past and Present
William L Withuhn

For nearly half of the nation's history, the steam
locomotive was the outstanding symbol for progress and
power. It was the literal engine of the Industrial Revolution,
and it played an instrumental role in putting the United
States on the world stage. While the steam locomotive's
basic principle of operation is simple, designers and
engineers honed these concepts into 100-mph passenger
trains and 600-ton behemoths capable of hauling mile-long
freight at incredible speeds. American Steam Locomotives
is a thorough and engaging history of the invention that
captured public imagination like no other, and the people
who brought it to life.
Indiana University Press
464 pages

9780253039606
Hardcover | $80.00

Transportation
Mar 1, 2019

After Promontory: One Hundred and Fifty Years of
Transcontinental Railroading

Center for Railroad Photography & Art

Celebrating the sesquicentennial
anniversary of the completion of the first
transcontinental railroad in the United States, After
Promontory: One Hundred and Fifty Years of
Transcontinental Railroading profiles the history and
heritage of this historic event. Starting with the
original Union Pacific—Central Pacific lines that met
at Promontory Summit, Utah, in 1869, the book
expands the narrative by considering all of the
transcontinental routes in the United States and
examining their impact on building this great nation.
Exquisitely illustrated with full color photographs,
After Promontory divides the western United States
into three regions—central, southern, and northern—
and offers a deep look at the transcontinental routes
of each one. Renowned railroad historians Maury
Klein, Keith Bryant, and Don Hofsommer offer their
perspectives on these regions along with contributors
H. Roger Grant and Rob Krebs.

Indiana University Press
268 pages

9780253040077
Hardcover | $51.00

History
May 1, 2019

Civil War Medicine: A Surgeon's Diary

Robert D Hicks

In this never before published diary, 29-year-old
surgeon James Fulton transports readers into the harsh and
deadly conditions of the Civil War as he struggles to save
the lives of the patients under his care. Fulton joined a
Union army volunteer regiment in 1862, only a year into the
Civil War, and immediately began chronicling his
experiences in a pocket diary. Despite his capture by the
Confederate Army at Gettysburg and the confiscation of his
medical tools, Fulton was able to keep his diary with him at
all times. He provides a detailed account of the next two
years, including his experiences treating the wounded and
diseased during some of the most critical campaigns of the
Civil War and his relationships with soldiers, their
commanders, civilians, other health-care workers, and the
opposing Confederate army. The diary also includes his
notes on recipes for medical ailments from sore throats to
syphilis. In addition to Fulton's diary, editor Robert D. Hicks
and experts in Civil War medicine provide context and
additional information on the practice and development of
medicine during the Civil War, including the technology and
methods available at the time, the organization of military
medicine, doctor-patient interactions, and the role of women
as caregivers and relief workers. Civil War Medicine: A
Surgeon's Diary provides a compelling new account of the

Indiana University Press
412 pages

9780253039019
Paperback | $25.00

History
Feb 1, 2019

The Cattle Kings : Legendary Ranchers of the Old West

Lewis Atherton, Timothy Lehman

Cowboys, gunslingers, and superpowered
marshals dominate fictionalized accounts of the American
West, but they were minor figures in the true history of the
region. In The Cattle Kings, Lewis Atherton restores the
leading role to the cattlemen—the genuine adventurers who
opened the plains, built empires, and brought prosperity,
law, and order to the West. This classic history of the West
tells the true stories of rugged cattlemen like Charles
Goodnight, Shanghai Pierce, the Lang family, the Marquis
de Mores, and Richard King, who were attracted by the
challenge of the frontier and the astounding economic
opportunities it offered. Self-reliant and progressive, these
young individualists revolutionized ranching. The new
industry transformed the West, bringing law and order to
infamous sin towns like Abilene and Dodge City and leaving
an indelible mark on America's national history and
character. Atherton dramatically recreates the realities and
economics of everyday life on the ranches, including the
role of women, attitudes toward education and religion, and
the philosophy of the cattle region. Now with an updated
foreword by Western historian Timothy Lehman, this new
edition of a beloved classic reveals the true heroes of the
legendary cattle kingdoms that created the West.

Indiana University Press
337 pages

Canadian Manda Group Page 2
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Travel
Mar 1, 2019

Presidents, Battles, and Must-See Civil War
Destinations: Exploring a Kentucky Divided

Cameron M Ludwick, Blair Thomas Hess, Elliott Hess

As a border state and strategic territory, Kentucky
was fiercely contested by the Union and the Confederacy
and had ties to both Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.
Kentucky natives and adventure aficionados Cameron M.
Ludwick and Blair Thomas Hess plot the course for a fun-
filled road trip through history and across the Bluegrass
State in Presidents, Battles, and Must-See Civil War
Destinations. Ludwick and Hess make planning a trip to
historic Kentucky easy by exploring the history and stories
behind each major site and highlighting nearby attractions
you won't want to miss. Featuring step-by-step guidelines
and exclusive tips on sites, monuments, and attractions
from presidential homes to the best modern re-enactments,
Presidents, Battles, and Must-See Civil War Destinations
helps the whole family experience and enjoy history
together.

Indiana University Press
104 pages

9780253038968
Paperback | $20.00

Travel
Mar 1, 2019

Presidents, Battles, and Must-See Civil War
Destinations: Exploring a Kentucky Divided
My Old Kentucky Road Trip
Cameron M Ludwick, Blair Thomas Hess, Elliott Hess

As a border state and strategic territory, Kentucky
was fiercely contested by the Union and the Confederacy
and had ties to both Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.
Kentucky natives and adventure aficionados Cameron M.
Ludwick and Blair Thomas Hess plot the course for a fun-
filled road trip through history and across the Bluegrass
State in Presidents, Battles, and Must-See Civil War
Destinations. Ludwick and Hess make planning a trip to
historic Kentucky easy by exploring the history and stories
behind each major site and highlighting nearby attractions
you won't want to miss. Featuring step-by-step guidelines
and exclusive tips on sites, monuments, and attractions
from presidential homes to the best modern re-enactments,
Presidents, Battles, and Must-See Civil War Destinations
helps the whole family experience and enjoy history
together.

Indiana University Press
104 pages

9780253039255
Paperback | $18.00

Travel
Mar 1, 2019

Famous Kentucky Flavors: Exploring the
Commonwealth's Greatest Cuisines

Cameron M Ludwick, Blair Thomas Hess, Elliott Hess

Kentucky has a rich tradition of good eatin', with
famous classics like fried chicken and bourbon balls as well
as less well-known Bluegrass mainstays like spoonbread,
burgoo, and Derby pie. There's nothing worse than pulling
off the road for a tasty bite and being confronted with a less
than appetizing meal instead. Veteran road trippers
Cameron Ludwick and Blair Thomas Hess are on a mission
to help you ditch the dives. They have traveled the state and
mapped out the best local foods, festivals, and flavors. From
their trek to the Beer Cheese Festival in Winchester to the
Hot Brown Hop in Louisville, these gals know the best
places to eat and want to take you along for the ride in
Famous Kentucky Flavors. Along the way, you'll visit all the
classics and will also be introduced to some more unusual
fare, including lamb fries, Benedictine spread, and
barbecued mutton. Plan your own lip-smacking road trip
from bourbon balls to burgoo with Famous Kentucky
Flavors.

Indiana University Press
128 pages

9780253039125
Hardcover | $80.00

History
May 1, 2019

Witness to the Storm: A Jewish Journey from Nazi Berlin
to the 82nd Airborne, 1920!1945

Werner T Angress

On June 6, 1944, Werner T. Angress parachuted
down from a C-47 into German-occupied France with the
82nd Airborne Division. Nine days later, he was captured
behind enemy lines and, concealing his identity as a
German-born Jew, became a prisoner of war. Eventually, he
was freed by US forces, rejoined the fight, crossed Europe
as a battlefield interrogator, and participated in the
liberation of a concentration camp. Although he was an
American soldier, less than ten years before he had been
an enthusiastically patriotic German-Jewish boy. Rejected
and threatened by the Nazi regime, the Angress family fled
to Amsterdam to escape persecution and death, and young
Angress then found his way to the United States. In Witness
to the Storm, Angress weaves the spellbinding story of his
life, including his escape from Germany, his new life in the
United States, and his experiences in World War II. A
testament to the power of perseverance and forgiveness,
Witness to the Storm is the compelling tale of one man's
struggle to rescue the country that had betrayed him.

Indiana University Press
358 pages

9780253039132
Paperback | $32.00

History
May 1, 2019

Witness to the Storm: A Jewish Journey from Nazi Berlin
to the 82nd Airborne, 1920!1945

Werner T Angress

On June 6, 1944, Werner T. Angress parachuted
down from a C-47 into German-occupied France with the
82nd Airborne Division. Nine days later, he was captured
behind enemy lines and, concealing his identity as a
German-born Jew, became a prisoner of war. Eventually, he
was freed by US forces, rejoined the fight, crossed Europe
as a battlefield interrogator, and participated in the
liberation of a concentration camp. Although he was an
American soldier, less than ten years before he had been
an enthusiastically patriotic German-Jewish boy. Rejected
and threatened by the Nazi regime, the Angress family fled
to Amsterdam to escape persecution and death, and young
Angress then found his way to the United States. In Witness
to the Storm, Angress weaves the spellbinding story of his
life, including his escape from Germany, his new life in the
United States, and his experiences in World War II. A
testament to the power of perseverance and forgiveness,
Witness to the Storm is the compelling tale of one man's
struggle to rescue the country that had betrayed him.

Indiana University Press
358 pages

9780253039293
Hardcover | $57.00

History
Jun 1, 2019

Scratch One Flattop: The First Carrier Air Campaign and
the Battle of the Coral Sea
Twentieth-Century Battles
Robert C Stern

By the beginning of May 1942, five months after
the Pearl Harbor attack, the US Navy was ready to
challenge the Japanese moves in the South Pacific. When
the Japanese sent troops to New Guinea and the Solomon
Islands, the Americans sent the carriers Lexington and
Yorktown to counter the move, setting the stage for the
Battle of the Coral Sea. In Scratch One Flattop: The First
Carrier Air Campaign and the Battle of the Coral Sea,
historian Robert C. Stern analyzes the Battle of the Coral
Sea, the first major fleet engagement where the warships
were never in sight of each other. Unlike the Battle of
Midway, the Battle of the Coral Sea has received
remarkably little study. Stern covers not only the action of
the ships and their air groups but also describes the impact
of this pivotal engagement. His analysis looks at the short-
term impact as well as the long-term implications, including
the installation of inert gas fuel-system purging on all
American aircraft carriers and the push to integrate sensor
systems with fighter direction to better protect against enemy
aircraft. The essential text on the first carrier air campaign,
Scratch One Flattop is a landmark study on an overlooked
battle in the first months of the United States’ engagement in
World War II.

Indiana University Press
332 pages

9780253040756
Hardcover | $94.00

Fiction
Apr 1, 2019

A Jewish Refugee in New York : Rivke Zilberg's Journal
The Modern Jewish Experience
Kadya Molodovsky, Anita Norich

Rivke Zilberg, a 20-year-old Jewish woman,
arrives in New York shortly after the Nazi invasion of Poland,
her home country. Struggling to learn a new language and
cope with a different way of life in the United States, Rivke
finds herself keeping a journal about the challenges and
opportunities of this new land. In her attempt to find a new
life as a Jewish immigrant in the US, Rivke shares the
stories of losing her mother to a bombing in Lublin, jilting a
fiancé who has made his way to Palestine, and a flirtatious
relationship with an American "allrightnik." In
this fictionalized journal originally published in Yiddish,
author Kadya Molodovsy provides keen insight into the day-
to-day activities of the large immigrant Jewish community of
New York. By depicting one woman's struggles as a Jewish
refugee in the US during WWII, Molodovsky points readers
to the social, political, and cultural tensions of that time and
place.

Indiana University Press
200 pages

9780253040763
Paperback | $31.00

Fiction
Apr 1, 2019

A Jewish Refugee in New York : Rivke Zilberg's Journal
The Modern Jewish Experience
Kadya Molodovsky, Anita Norich

Rivke Zilberg, a 20-year-old Jewish woman,
arrives in New York shortly after the Nazi invasion of Poland,
her home country. Struggling to learn a new language and
cope with a different way of life in the United States, Rivke
finds herself keeping a journal about the challenges and
opportunities of this new land. In her attempt to find a new
life as a Jewish immigrant in the US, Rivke shares the
stories of losing her mother to a bombing in Lublin, jilting a
fiancé who has made his way to Palestine, and a flirtatious
relationship with an American "allrightnik." In
this fictionalized journal originally published in Yiddish,
author Kadya Molodovsy provides keen insight into the day-
to-day activities of the large immigrant Jewish community of
New York. By depicting one woman's struggles as a Jewish
refugee in the US during WWII, Molodovsky points readers
to the social, political, and cultural tensions of that time and
place.

Indiana University Press
200 pages
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9780253043283
Hardcover | $63.00

Nature
May 15, 2019

The Birds of Indiana

Russell E Mumford, Charles E Keller, William Zimmerman

The Birds of Indiana is a treasure-trove for
ornithologists, casual birders, and art-lovers everywhere.
Drawing on decades of field work and data collection and
featuring the paintings of one of America’s finest bird
artists, this classic work is an introduction, a reference, and
most importantly, a natural history of Indiana’s birds,
including over 390 species. Authors Russell E. Mumford
and Charles E. Keller provide detailed information on each
species, including the bird’s past and current status, the
timing of migrations, the density and location of populations
month by month, and the influence of habitat.
Indispensable for the text alone, the paintings by William
Zimmerman, one of America’s greatest bird artists, make
the book a collector’s item that will be admired and
appreciated for centuries. With a scientist’s eye and a
craftsman’s skill, Zimmerman brings each of the 165 birds
that nests in the state to life in lavish detail. Readers can
almost feel the feathers—and the life force beneath them—
in his birds. Each intricate painting reveals the plumage
(including both male and female when there are significant
differences), the nest and eggs, background habitat, and in
many cases a wildflower or two. A work of art as well as
science, The Birds of Indiana belongs in any and every
collection of bird books. No ornithologist or casual birder—
expert or beginner—in Indiana, the Midwest, or the eastern
United States can afford to be without it. 

Indiana University Press
400 pages

9780253034588
Paperback | $20.00

Sports &
Recreation
Jul 1, 2019

The Quest for Indiana University Football Glory

Pete DiPrimio

The beginning of a new era in Indiana University
football starts with the arrival of head coach Tom Allen. After
revolutionizing IU’s defense, Allen has the opportunity to
stage a Hoosier comeback. But can Allen make the most of
this opportunity? And who are the compelling figures poised
to make it happen? In The Quest for Indiana University
Football Glory, veteran sports writer Pete DiPrimio
showcases exclusive coverage of the meetings, practices,
games, players, coaches, and gatherings that the public
rarely sees. He also reveals the surprising story of how
Allen, the son of a successful Indiana high school coach,
became the head coach after delivering a quality defense—
something no Hoosier defensive coordinator has done in a
generation. He also shows Allen’s connection to IU glory
past, from Bill Mallory’s record-setting run, to Lee Corso’s
Holiday Bowl surprise to the Rose Bowl opportunity no one
expected. Focused on an in-depth look at the rookie
season under Allen, The Quest for Indiana University
Football Glory brings readers into the locker room during the
rebirth of Hoosier football and highlights the struggles and
successes as the coaches and players fight to rebuild the
program and reinvent IU football.

Indiana University Press
176 pages

9780253039217
Paperback | $38.00

Travel
Mar 25, 2019

A Guide to Natural Areas of Northern Indiana : 125
Unique Places to Explore
Indiana Natural Science
Steven Higgs

Beautiful and pristine, the natural areas of Indiana
are perfect for nature lovers with a desire to explore.
Featuring more than 140 beautiful color photos, A Guide to
Natural Areas of Northern Indiana showcases the region's
unique ecosystems and includes descriptions of the flora,
fauna, geology, history, and recreational opportunities. For
those who want excitement, there is information on hiking,
camping, bird watching, horseback riding, boating, and
more. Environmental writer and photographer Steven Higgs
takes readers to the most exquisite natural areas across the
region, including the JD Marshall underwater shipwreck
preserve in Lake Michigan, the Indiana Dunes State Park,
the Hoosier Prairie Nature Preserve, the Valparaiso
Moraine, Spicer Lake, and many more. A must-have book
for the explorer or nature lover, A Guide to Natural Areas of
Northern Indiana is the perfect resource for travelers who
want to learn more about the region’s distinctive natural
heritage.

Indiana University Press
320 pages

9780253041289
Paperback | $32.00

Architecture
Jul 1, 2019

The Covered Bridges of Monroe County

Jeremy R Boshears

The covered bridge has long been a symbol of Indiana's
past, evoking feelings of romance and nostalgia. These
feats of engineering span the rivers and streams that
crisscross the county. Jeremy Boshears' photographs
capture the beauty of the bridges dotting the riverbanks of
Monroe County. With 121 color photographs, The Covered
Bridges of Monroe County will appeal to everyone who
treasures these iconic structures.

Indiana University Press
152 pages

9780253042668
Hardcover | $45.00

Art
Aug 1, 2019

The Lilly Library from A to Z : Intriguing Objects in a
World-Class Collection
Well House Books
Darlene J Sadlier

What do locks of Edgar Allan Poe’s hair,
Sylvia Plath’s attractive handmade paper dolls, John
Ford’s Oscars, and Ian Fleming’s James Bond 007
cigars have in common? They are just a few of the
fascinating objects found in the world-famous Lilly
Library, located on the campus of Indiana University
Bloomington. In this beautifully illustrated A-to-Z
volume, Darlene J. Sadlier journeys through the
library’s wide-ranging collections to highlight dozens
of intriguing items and the archives of which they are
a part. Read about life and death masks of John
Keats, Abraham Lincoln, and Theodore Dreiser; Walt
Whitman’s last pencil; and vintage board games,
mechanical puzzles, and even comic books. Among
the more peculiar items are a pair of elk teeth and an
eerily realistic wall-mount bust of Boris Karloff. Sadlier
writes engagingly about the Lilly Library’s major
historical collections, which include Civil War diaries
and a panopticon of the war called the Myriopticon;
War of 1812 payment receipts to spies; and the
World War II letters and V-mail of journalist Ernie
Pyle. This copiously illustrated, entertaining, and
educational book will inspire you to take your own
journey and discover for yourself the wonders of the
Lilly Library.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253040039
Paperback | $25.00

Self-Help
Apr 1, 2019

Think Like a Dog : How Dogs Teach Us to Be Happy in Life
and Successful at Work

Scott MacDonald, Sadie

They're loyal, loving, and big-hearted—dogs are
our best friends for a good reason. Yet they have much
more to offer than just love and friendship. Let CEO Scott
MacDonald and rescue dog Sadie show you how to have a
more rewarding life and a more successful career in Think
Like a Dog. With whimsy and insight, Scott and Sadie offer
important lessons in loyalty, persistence, leaving your mark,
and always being a great sniffer. Scott reveals what Sadie
and other dogs teach us about successful work habits and
organizational strategies for outstanding business success.
Want a better, happier, and more satisfying life? Want to be
successful? Start by understanding a dog's perspective and
applying the lessons learned!

Indiana University Press
216 pages

9780253040169
Paperback | $25.00

Biography &
Autobiography

Mar 29, 2019

From Cotton Fields to University Leadership : All Eyes on
Charlie, A Memoir
Well House Books
Charlie Nelms, Walter M Kimbrough

Charlie Nelms had audaciously big dreams.
Growing up black in the Deep South in the 1950s and
1960s, working in cotton fields, and living in poverty, Nelms
dared to dream that he could do more with his life than work
for white plantation owners sun-up to sun-down. Inspired by
his parents, who first dared to dream that they could own
their own land and have the right to vote, Nelms chose
education as his weapon of choice for fighting racism and
inequality. With hard work, determination, and the critical
assistance of mentors who counseled him along the way, he
found his way from the cotton fields of Arkansas to
university leadership roles. Becoming the youngest and the
first African American chancellor of a predominately white
institution in Indiana, he faced tectonic changes in higher
education during those ensuing decades of globalization,
growing economic disparity, and political divisiveness. From
Cotton Fields to University Leadership is an uplifting story
about the power of education, the impact of community and
mentorship, and the importance of dreaming big.

Indiana University Press
232 pages

9780253040152
Hardcover | $63.00

Biography &
Autobiography

Mar 29, 2019

From Cotton Fields to University Leadership : All Eyes on
Charlie, A Memoir
Well House Books
Charlie Nelms, Walter M Kimbrough

Charlie Nelms had audaciously big dreams.
Growing up black in the Deep South in the 1950s and
1960s, working in cotton fields, and living in poverty, Nelms
dared to dream that he could do more with his life than work
for white plantation owners sun-up to sun-down. Inspired by
his parents, who first dared to dream that they could own
their own land and have the right to vote, Nelms chose
education as his weapon of choice for fighting racism and
inequality. With hard work, determination, and the critical
assistance of mentors who counseled him along the way, he
found his way from the cotton fields of Arkansas to
university leadership roles. Becoming the youngest and the
first African American chancellor of a predominately white
institution in Indiana, he faced tectonic changes in higher
education during those ensuing decades of globalization,
growing economic disparity, and political divisiveness. From
Cotton Fields to University Leadership is an uplifting story
about the power of education, the impact of community and
mentorship, and the importance of dreaming big.

Indiana University Press
232 pages
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Biography &
Autobiography

Apr 1, 2019

Charlie Chaplin's Own Story

Harry M Geduld

Charlie Chaplin once said, “Life is a tragedy when
seen in close-up, but a comedy in long shot.” Chaplin
released the first of his four autobiographies in 1916 when
he was on top of the world. He had just signed to appear in
films for Mutual Company for the massive sum of $670,000.
Three years earlier, he was earning $150 per week.
However, within weeks of its release, his autobiography was
withdrawn by its publisher, and all copies were thought to
have been destroyed due to accusations of “ghost-writing”
and Chaplin being less than accurate with the truth of his
life. Charlie Chaplin’s Own Story covers Chaplin’s earliest
life through his first brushes with fame and depicts Chaplin
as he wished to be seen in 1916. Its naivete and pseudo-
Dickensian portrayal of Chaplin’s childhood give us an
invaluable glimpse into the psyche of the man behind “The
Little Tramp.” Honoring the 130th anniversary of Chaplin’s
birth, this unique edition is illustrated with more than 20
black-and-white photographs. Professor Harry M. Geduld
provides a unique and authoritative introduction to Chaplin’s
earliest theatrical career, which Chaplin himself discussed
only sporadically.

Indiana University Press
236 pages

9780253039798
Hardcover | $75.00

Religion
Jan 24, 2019

Teaching Islamic Studies in the Age of ISIS,
Islamophobia, and the Internet

Courtney M Dorroll

How can teachers introduce Islam to students
when daily media headlines can prejudice students'
perception of the subject? Should Islam be taught differently
in secular universities than in colleges with a clear faith-
based mission? What are strategies for discussing Islam
and violence without perpetuating stereotypes? The
contributors of Teaching Islamic Studies in the Age of ISIS,
Islamophobia, and the Internet address these challenges
head-on and consider approaches to Islamic studies
pedagogy, Islamophobia and violence, and suggestions for
how to structure courses. These approaches acknowledge
the particular challenges faced when teaching a topic that
students might initially fear or distrust. Speaking from their
own experience, they include examples of collaborative
teaching models, reading and media suggestions, and
ideas for group assignments that encourage deeper
engagement and broader thinking. The contributors also
share personal struggles when confronted with students
(including Muslim students) and parents who suspected the
courses might have ulterior motives. In an age of
stereotypes and misrepresentations of Islam, this book
offers a range of means by which teachers can encourage
students to thoughtfully engage with the topic of Islam.

Indiana University Press
240 pages

9780253039804
Paperback | $32.00

Religion
Jan 24, 2019

Teaching Islamic Studies in the Age of ISIS,
Islamophobia, and the Internet

Courtney M Dorroll

How can teachers introduce Islam to students
when daily media headlines can prejudice students'
perception of the subject? Should Islam be taught differently
in secular universities than in colleges with a clear faith-
based mission? What are strategies for discussing Islam
and violence without perpetuating stereotypes? The
contributors of Teaching Islamic Studies in the Age of ISIS,
Islamophobia, and the Internet address these challenges
head-on and consider approaches to Islamic studies
pedagogy, Islamophobia and violence, and suggestions for
how to structure courses. These approaches acknowledge
the particular challenges faced when teaching a topic that
students might initially fear or distrust. Speaking from their
own experience, they include examples of collaborative
teaching models, reading and media suggestions, and
ideas for group assignments that encourage deeper
engagement and broader thinking. The contributors also
share personal struggles when confronted with students
(including Muslim students) and parents who suspected the
courses might have ulterior motives. In an age of
stereotypes and misrepresentations of Islam, this book
offers a range of means by which teachers can encourage
students to thoughtfully engage with the topic of Islam.

Indiana University Press
240 pages

9780253040398
Hardcover |

$105.00
Performing Arts

Feb 8, 2019

Movies, Songs, and Electric Sound : Transatlantic Trends

Charles O'Brien

How did the introduction of recorded music affect
the production, viewing experience, and global export of
movies? In Movies, Songs, and Electric Sound, Charles
O’Brien examines American and European musical films
created circa 1930, when the world’s sound-equipped
theaters screened movies featuring recorded songs and
filmmakers in the United States and Europe struggled to
meet the artistic and technical challenges of sound
production and distribution. The presence of singers in films
exerted special pressures on film technique, lending a
distinct look and sound to the films’ musical sequences.
Rather than advancing a film’s plot, songs in these films
were staged, filmed, and cut to facilitate the singer’s
engagement with her or his public. Through an examination
of the export market for sound films in the early 1930s,
when German and American companies used musical films
as a vehicle for competing to control the world film trade,
this book delineates a new transnational context for
understanding the Hollywood musical. Combining archival
research with the cinemetric analysis of hundreds of
American, German, French, and British films made between
1927 and 1934, O’Brien provides the historical context
necessary for making sense of the aesthetic impact of
changes in film technology from the past to the present.

Indiana University Press
240 pages

9780253040404
Paperback | $46.00

Performing Arts
Feb 8, 2019

Movies, Songs, and Electric Sound : Transatlantic Trends

Charles O'Brien

How did the introduction of recorded music affect
the production, viewing experience, and global export of
movies? In Movies, Songs, and Electric Sound, Charles
O’Brien examines American and European musical films
created circa 1930, when the world’s sound-equipped
theaters screened movies featuring recorded songs and
filmmakers in the United States and Europe struggled to
meet the artistic and technical challenges of sound
production and distribution. The presence of singers in films
exerted special pressures on film technique, lending a
distinct look and sound to the films’ musical sequences.
Rather than advancing a film’s plot, songs in these films
were staged, filmed, and cut to facilitate the singer’s
engagement with her or his public. Through an examination
of the export market for sound films in the early 1930s,
when German and American companies used musical films
as a vehicle for competing to control the world film trade,
this book delineates a new transnational context for
understanding the Hollywood musical. Combining archival
research with the cinemetric analysis of hundreds of
American, German, French, and British films made between
1927 and 1934, O’Brien provides the historical context
necessary for making sense of the aesthetic impact of
changes in film technology from the past to the present.

Indiana University Press
240 pages

9780253039422
Hardcover |

$123.00
Performing Arts

Mar 1, 2019

African Cinema and Human Rights
Studies in the Cinema of the Black Diaspora
Mette Hjort, Eva Jorholt

Bringing theory and practice together, African
Cinema and Human Rights argues that moving images
have a significant role to play in advancing the causes of
justice and fairness. The contributors to this volume identify
three key ways in which film can achieve these goals:
documenting human rights abuses and thereby supporting
the claims of victims and goals of truth and reconciliation
within larger communities; legitimating, and consequently
solidifying, an expanded scope for human rights; and
promoting the realization of social and economic rights.
Including the voices of African scholars, scholar-filmmakers,
African directors Jean-Marie Teno and Gaston Kaboré, and
researchers whose work focuses on transnational cinema,
this volume explores overall perspectives, and differences of
perspective, pertaining to Africa, human rights, and human
rights filmmaking alongside specific case studies of
individual films and areas of human rights violations. With its
interdisciplinary scope, attention to practitioners' self-
understandings, broad perspectives, and particular case
studies, African Cinema and Human Rights is a foundational
text that offers questions, reflections, and evidence that
help us to consider film's ideal role within the context of our
ever-continuing struggle towards a more just global society.

Indiana University Press
376 pages

9780253039439
Paperback | $49.00

Performing Arts
Mar 1, 2019

African Cinema and Human Rights
Studies in the Cinema of the Black Diaspora
Mette Hjort, Eva Jorholt

Bringing theory and practice together, African
Cinema and Human Rights argues that moving images
have a significant role to play in advancing the causes of
justice and fairness. The contributors to this volume identify
three key ways in which film can achieve these goals:
documenting human rights abuses and thereby supporting
the claims of victims and goals of truth and reconciliation
within larger communities; legitimating, and consequently
solidifying, an expanded scope for human rights; and
promoting the realization of social and economic rights.
Including the voices of African scholars, scholar-filmmakers,
African directors Jean-Marie Teno and Gaston Kaboré, and
researchers whose work focuses on transnational cinema,
this volume explores overall perspectives, and differences of
perspective, pertaining to Africa, human rights, and human
rights filmmaking alongside specific case studies of
individual films and areas of human rights violations. With its
interdisciplinary scope, attention to practitioners' self-
understandings, broad perspectives, and particular case
studies, African Cinema and Human Rights is a foundational
text that offers questions, reflections, and evidence that
help us to consider film's ideal role within the context of our
ever-continuing struggle towards a more just global society.

Indiana University Press
376 pages

9780253038029
Hardcover | $94.00
Performing Arts

Feb 8, 2019

Movement and Performance in Berlin School Cinema
New Directions in National Cinemas
Olivia Landry

Through a study of the contemporary German film
movement the Berlin School, Olivia Landry examines how
narrative film has responded to our highly digitalized and
mediatized age, not with a focus on stasis and realism, but
by turning back to movement, spectacle, and performance.
She argues that a preoccupation with presence, liveness,
and affect—all of which are viewed as critical components of
live performance—can be found in many of the films of the
Berlin School. Challenging the perception that the Berlin
School is a sheer adherent of "slow cinema," Landry closely
analyzes the use of movement, dynamism, presence, and
speed in a broad selection of films to show how filmmakers
such as Christian Petzold, Angela Schanelec, Thomas
Arslan, and Christoph Hochhäusler invoke the pulse of the
kinesthetic and the tangibly affective. Her analysis draws on
an array of film theories from early materialism to body
theories, phenomenology, and contemporary affect
theories. Arguing that these theories readily and
energetically forge a path from film to performance, Landry
traces a trajectory between the two through which live
experience, presence, spectacle, intersubjectivity, and the
body in motion emerge and powerfully intersect. Ultimately,
Movement and Performance in Berlin School Cinema
expands the methodological and disciplinary boundaries of

Indiana University Press
272 pages
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Performing Arts
Feb 8, 2019

Movement and Performance in Berlin School Cinema
New Directions in National Cinemas
Olivia Landry

Through a study of the contemporary German film
movement the Berlin School, Olivia Landry examines how
narrative film has responded to our highly digitalized and
mediatized age, not with a focus on stasis and realism, but
by turning back to movement, spectacle, and performance.
She argues that a preoccupation with presence, liveness,
and affect—all of which are viewed as critical components of
live performance—can be found in many of the films of the
Berlin School. Challenging the perception that the Berlin
School is a sheer adherent of "slow cinema," Landry closely
analyzes the use of movement, dynamism, presence, and
speed in a broad selection of films to show how filmmakers
such as Christian Petzold, Angela Schanelec, Thomas
Arslan, and Christoph Hochhäusler invoke the pulse of the
kinesthetic and the tangibly affective. Her analysis draws on
an array of film theories from early materialism to body
theories, phenomenology, and contemporary affect
theories. Arguing that these theories readily and
energetically forge a path from film to performance, Landry
traces a trajectory between the two through which live
experience, presence, spectacle, intersubjectivity, and the
body in motion emerge and powerfully intersect. Ultimately,
Movement and Performance in Berlin School Cinema
expands the methodological and disciplinary boundaries of
film studies by offering new ways of articulating and
understanding movement in cinema.

Indiana University Press
272 pages

9780253037176
Hardcover |

$103.00
Performing Arts

Jan 24, 2019

Migrant Anxieties: Italian Cinema in a Transnational Frame
New Directions in National Cinemas
Aine O'Healy

During a period of heightened global concerns
about the movement of immigrants and refugees across
borders, Migrant Anxieties explores how filmmakers in Italy
have probed the tensions accompanying the country’s shift
from an emigrant nation to a destination point for over five
million immigrants over the course of three decades. Áine
O’Healy traces a phenomenology of anxiety that is not only
present at the sociopolitical level but also interwoven into
the narrative strategies of over 30 films produced since
1990, throwing into sharp relief the interface between the
local and the global in this transnational era. Starting with
the representation of post-communist migrations to Italy
from Eastern Europe and subsequent arrivals from Africa
through the controversial frontier of Lampedusa, O’Healy
explores topics as diverse as the configuration of migrant
labor, affective surrogacy, Italian whiteness, and the legacy
of Italy’s colonial history. Showing how contemporary
filmmaking practices in Italy are linked to changes in the
broader media landscape, O’Healy analyzes the ways in
which both Italian and migrant filmmakers are reimagining
Italian society and remapping the nation’s borderscape.

Indiana University Press
328 pages

9780253037183
Paperback | $42.00

Performing Arts
Jan 24, 2019

Migrant Anxieties: Italian Cinema in a Transnational Frame
New Directions in National Cinemas
Aine O'Healy

During a period of heightened global concerns
about the movement of immigrants and refugees across
borders, Migrant Anxieties explores how filmmakers in Italy
have probed the tensions accompanying the country’s shift
from an emigrant nation to a destination point for over five
million immigrants over the course of three decades. Áine
O’Healy traces a phenomenology of anxiety that is not only
present at the sociopolitical level but also interwoven into
the narrative strategies of over 30 films produced since
1990, throwing into sharp relief the interface between the
local and the global in this transnational era. Starting with
the representation of post-communist migrations to Italy
from Eastern Europe and subsequent arrivals from Africa
through the controversial frontier of Lampedusa, O’Healy
explores topics as diverse as the configuration of migrant
labor, affective surrogacy, Italian whiteness, and the legacy
of Italy’s colonial history. Showing how contemporary
filmmaking practices in Italy are linked to changes in the
broader media landscape, O’Healy analyzes the ways in
which both Italian and migrant filmmakers are reimagining
Italian society and remapping the nation’s borderscape.

Indiana University Press
328 pages

9780253039477
Hardcover | $99.00
Performing Arts

Jan 9, 2019

Italian Ecocinema Beyond the Human
New Directions in National Cinemas
Elena Past

Entangled in the hybrid fields of ecomedia studies
and material ecocriticism, Elena Past examines five Italian
films shot on location and ponders the complex
relationships that the production crews developed with the
filming locations and the nonhuman cast members. She
uses these films—Red Desert (1964), The Winds Blows
Round (2005), Gomorrah (2008), Le quattro volte (2010),
and Return to the Aeolian Islands (2010)—as case studies
to explore pressing environmental questions such as
cinema's dependence on hydrocarbons, the toxic waste
crisis in the region of Campania, and our reliance on the
nonhuman world. Dynamic and unexpected actors emerge
as the subjects of each chapter: playful goats, erupting
volcanoes, airborne dust particles, fluid petroleum, and
even the sound of silence. Based on interviews with crew
members and close readings of the films themselves, Italian
Ecocinema Beyond the Human theorizes how filmmaking
practice—from sound recording to location scouting to
managing a production—helps uncover cinema's ecological
footprint and its potential to open new perspectives on the
nonhuman world.

Indiana University Press
248 pages

9780253039484
Paperback | $44.00

Performing Arts
Jan 9, 2019

Italian Ecocinema Beyond the Human
New Directions in National Cinemas
Elena Past

Entangled in the hybrid fields of ecomedia studies
and material ecocriticism, Elena Past examines five Italian
films shot on location and ponders the complex
relationships that the production crews developed with the
filming locations and the nonhuman cast members. She
uses these films—Red Desert (1964), The Winds Blows
Round (2005), Gomorrah (2008), Le quattro volte (2010),
and Return to the Aeolian Islands (2010)—as case studies
to explore pressing environmental questions such as
cinema's dependence on hydrocarbons, the toxic waste
crisis in the region of Campania, and our reliance on the
nonhuman world. Dynamic and unexpected actors emerge
as the subjects of each chapter: playful goats, erupting
volcanoes, airborne dust particles, fluid petroleum, and
even the sound of silence. Based on interviews with crew
members and close readings of the films themselves, Italian
Ecocinema Beyond the Human theorizes how filmmaking
practice—from sound recording to location scouting to
managing a production—helps uncover cinema's ecological
footprint and its potential to open new perspectives on the
nonhuman world.

Indiana University Press
248 pages

9780253037886
Hardcover | $94.00
Performing Arts

Jan 9, 2019

Fatih Akin's Cinema and the New Sound of Europe
New Directions in National Cinemas
Berna Gueneli

In Fatih Akın’s Cinema and the New Sound of
Europe, Berna Gueneli explores the transnational works of
acclaimed Turkish-German filmmaker and auteur Fatih Akın.
The first minority director in Germany to receive numerous
national and international awards, Akın makes films that are
informed by Europe’s past, provide cinematic imaginations
about its present and future, and engage with public
discourses on minorities and migration in Europe through
his treatment and representation of a diverse, multiethnic,
and multilingual European citizenry. Through detailed
analyses of some of Akın’s key works—In July, Head-On,
and The Edge of Heaven, among others—Gueneli identifies
Akın’s unique stylistic use of multivalent sonic and visual
components and multinational characters. She argues that
the soundscapes of Akın’s films—including music and
multiple languages, dialects, and accents—create an
“aesthetic of heterogeneity” that envisions an expanded
and integrated Europe and highlights the political nature of
Akın’s decisions regarding casting, settings, and audio. At a
time when belonging and identity in Europe is complicated
by questions of race, ethnicity, religion, and citizenship,
Gueneli demonstrates how Akın’s aesthetics intersect with
politics to reshape notions of Europe, European cinema,
and cinematic history.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253024459
Paperback | $49.59

Performing Arts
Jan 9, 2019

Fatih Akin's Cinema and the New Sound of Europe
New Directions in National Cinemas
Berna Gueneli

In Fatih Akın’s Cinema and the New Sound of
Europe, Berna Gueneli explores the transnational works of
acclaimed Turkish-German filmmaker and auteur Fatih Akın.
The first minority director in Germany to receive numerous
national and international awards, Akın makes films that are
informed by Europe’s past, provide cinematic imaginations
about its present and future, and engage with public
discourses on minorities and migration in Europe through
his treatment and representation of a diverse, multiethnic,
and multilingual European citizenry. Through detailed
analyses of some of Akın’s key works—In July, Head-On,
and The Edge of Heaven, among others—Gueneli identifies
Akın’s unique stylistic use of multivalent sonic and visual
components and multinational characters. She argues that
the soundscapes of Akın’s films—including music and
multiple languages, dialects, and accents—create an
“aesthetic of heterogeneity” that envisions an expanded
and integrated Europe and highlights the political nature of
Akın’s decisions regarding casting, settings, and audio. At a
time when belonging and identity in Europe is complicated
by questions of race, ethnicity, religion, and citizenship,
Gueneli demonstrates how Akın’s aesthetics intersect with
politics to reshape notions of Europe, European cinema,
and cinematic history.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253040701
Hardcover |

$105.00
Performing Arts

Mar 5, 2019

Antisemitism in Film Comedy in Nazi Germany

Valerie Weinstein

Today many Germans remain nostalgic about
"classic" film comedies created during the 1930s, viewing
them as a part of the Nazi era that was not tainted with
antisemitism. In Antisemitism in Film Comedy in Nazi
Germany, Valerie Weinstein scrutinizes these comic
productions and demonstrates that film comedy, despite its
innocent appearance, was a critical component in the effort
to separate "Jews" from "Germans" physically,
economically, and artistically. Weinstein highlights how the
German propaganda ministry used directives, pre- and post-
production censorship, financial incentives, and influence
over film critics and their judgments to replace Jewish "wit"
with a slower, simpler, and more direct German "humor"
that affirmed values that the Nazis associated with the
Aryan race. Through contextualized analyses of historical
documents and individual films, Weinstein reveals how
humor, coded hints and traces, absences, and substitutes in
Third Reich film comedy helped spectators imagine an
abstract "Jewishness" and a "German" identity and
community free from the former. As resurgent populist
nationalism and overt racism continue to grow around the
world today, Weinstein’s study helps us rethink racism and
prejudice in popular culture and reconceptualize the
relationships between film humor, national identity, and race.

Indiana University Press
298 pages
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Antisemitism in Film Comedy in Nazi Germany

Valerie Weinstein

Today many Germans remain nostalgic about
"classic" film comedies created during the 1930s, viewing
them as a part of the Nazi era that was not tainted with
antisemitism. In Antisemitism in Film Comedy in Nazi
Germany, Valerie Weinstein scrutinizes these comic
productions and demonstrates that film comedy, despite its
innocent appearance, was a critical component in the effort
to separate "Jews" from "Germans" physically,
economically, and artistically. Weinstein highlights how the
German propaganda ministry used directives, pre- and post-
production censorship, financial incentives, and influence
over film critics and their judgments to replace Jewish "wit"
with a slower, simpler, and more direct German "humor"
that affirmed values that the Nazis associated with the
Aryan race. Through contextualized analyses of historical
documents and individual films, Weinstein reveals how
humor, coded hints and traces, absences, and substitutes in
Third Reich film comedy helped spectators imagine an
abstract "Jewishness" and a "German" identity and
community free from the former. As resurgent populist
nationalism and overt racism continue to grow around the
world today, Weinstein’s study helps us rethink racism and
prejudice in popular culture and reconceptualize the
relationships between film humor, national identity, and race.

Indiana University Press
298 pages

9780253038500
Hardcover | $94.00
Performing Arts

Jan 7, 2019

Rethinking Testimonial Cinema in Postdictatorship
Argentina: Beyond Memory Fatigue
New Directions in National Cinemas
Veronica Garibotto

For roughly two decades after the collapse of the
military regime in 1983, testimonial narrative was viewed
and received as a privileged genre in Argentina. Today,
however, academics and public intellectuals are
experiencing "memory fatigue," a backlash against the
concepts of memory and trauma, just as memory and
testimonial films have reached the center of Argentinian
public discourse. In Rethinking Testimonial Cinema in
Postdictatorship Argentina, Verónica Garibotto looks at the
causes for this reticence and argues that, rather than
discarding memory texts for their repetitive excess, it is
necessary to acknowledge them and their exhaustion as
discourses of the present. By critically examining how
trauma theory and subaltern studies have previously been
applied to testimonial cinema, Garibotto rereads Argentinian
films produced since 1983 and calls for an alternate
interpretive framework at the intersection of semiotics,
theories of affect, scholarship on hegemony, and the
ideological uses of documentary and fiction. She argues
that recurrent concepts—such as trauma, mourning,
memory, and subalternity—miss how testimonial films have
changed over time, shifting from subaltern narratives to
official, hegemonic, and iconic accounts. Her work highlights
the urgent need to continue to study these types of
narratives, particularly at a time when military dictatorships
have become entrenched in Latin America and memory
narratives proliferate worldwide. Although Argentina is
Garibotto’s focus, her theory can be adapted to other
contexts in which narratives about recent political conflicts
have shifted from alternative versions of history to official,
hegemonic accounts—such as in Spanish, Chilean,
Uruguayan, Brazilian, South African, and Holocaust
testimonies. Garibotto’s study of testimonial cinema moves
us to pursue a broader ideological analysis of the links
between film and historical representation.

Indiana University Press
272 pages

9780253038517
Paperback | $41.00

Performing Arts
Jan 7, 2019

Rethinking Testimonial Cinema in Postdictatorship
Argentina: Beyond Memory Fatigue
New Directions in National Cinemas
Veronica Garibotto

For roughly two decades after the collapse of the
military regime in 1983, testimonial narrative was viewed
and received as a privileged genre in Argentina. Today,
however, academics and public intellectuals are
experiencing "memory fatigue," a backlash against the
concepts of memory and trauma, just as memory and
testimonial films have reached the center of Argentinian
public discourse. In Rethinking Testimonial Cinema in
Postdictatorship Argentina, Verónica Garibotto looks at the
causes for this reticence and argues that, rather than
discarding memory texts for their repetitive excess, it is
necessary to acknowledge them and their exhaustion as
discourses of the present. By critically examining how
trauma theory and subaltern studies have previously been
applied to testimonial cinema, Garibotto rereads Argentinian
films produced since 1983 and calls for an alternate
interpretive framework at the intersection of semiotics,
theories of affect, scholarship on hegemony, and the
ideological uses of documentary and fiction. She argues
that recurrent concepts—such as trauma, mourning,
memory, and subalternity—miss how testimonial films have
changed over time, shifting from subaltern narratives to
official, hegemonic, and iconic accounts. Her work highlights
the urgent need to continue to study these types of
narratives, particularly at a time when military dictatorships
have become entrenched in Latin America and memory
narratives proliferate worldwide. Although Argentina is
Garibotto’s focus, her theory can be adapted to other
contexts in which narratives about recent political conflicts
have shifted from alternative versions of history to official,
hegemonic accounts—such as in Spanish, Chilean,
Uruguayan, Brazilian, South African, and Holocaust
testimonies. Garibotto’s study of testimonial cinema moves
us to pursue a broader ideological analysis of the links
between film and historical representation.

Indiana University Press
272 pages

9780253040299
Hardcover |

$105.00
Performing Arts

Feb 18, 2019

Arctic Cinemas and the Documentary Ethos

Lilya Kaganovsky, Scott MacKenzie, Anna Westerstahl
Stenport

Beginning with Robert Flaherty’s Nanook of the
North (1922), the majority of films that have been made in,
about, and by filmmakers from the Arctic region have been
documentary cinema. Focused on a hostile environment
that few people visit, these documentaries have heavily
shaped ideas about the contemporary global Far North. In
Arctic Cinemas and the Documentary Ethos, contributors
from a variety of scholarly and artistic backgrounds come
together to provide a comprehensive study of Arctic
documentary cinemas from a transnational perspective.
This book offers a thorough analysis of the concept of the
Arctic as it is represented in documentary filmmaking, while
challenging the notion of "The Arctic" as a homogenous
entity that obscures the environmental, historical,
geographic, political, and cultural differences that
characterize the region. By examining how the Arctic is
imagined, understood, and appropriated in documentary
work, the contributors argue that such films are key in
contextualizing environmental, indigenous, political, cultural,
sociological, and ethnographic understandings of the Arctic,
from early cinema to the present. Understanding the role of
these films becomes all the more urgent in the present day,
as conversations around resource extraction, climate
change, and sovereignty take center stage in the Arctic’s
representation.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253040305
Paperback | $46.00

Performing Arts
Feb 18, 2019

Arctic Cinemas and the Documentary Ethos

Lilya Kaganovsky, Scott MacKenzie, Anna Westerstahl
Stenport

Beginning with Robert Flaherty’s Nanook of the
North (1922), the majority of films that have been made in,
about, and by filmmakers from the Arctic region have been
documentary cinema. Focused on a hostile environment
that few people visit, these documentaries have heavily
shaped ideas about the contemporary global Far North. In
Arctic Cinemas and the Documentary Ethos, contributors
from a variety of scholarly and artistic backgrounds come
together to provide a comprehensive study of Arctic
documentary cinemas from a transnational perspective.
This book offers a thorough analysis of the concept of the
Arctic as it is represented in documentary filmmaking, while
challenging the notion of "The Arctic" as a homogenous
entity that obscures the environmental, historical,
geographic, political, and cultural differences that
characterize the region. By examining how the Arctic is
imagined, understood, and appropriated in documentary
work, the contributors argue that such films are key in
contextualizing environmental, indigenous, political, cultural,
sociological, and ethnographic understandings of the Arctic,
from early cinema to the present. Understanding the role of
these films becomes all the more urgent in the present day,
as conversations around resource extraction, climate
change, and sovereignty take center stage in the Arctic’s
representation.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253042354
Paperback | $27.00

Performing Arts
Apr 24, 2019

The Birth of a Nation : The Cinematic Past in the Present

Michael T Martin

Over one hundred years since it premiered on
cinema screens, D. W. Griffith’s controversial photoplay The
Birth of a Nation continues to influence American film
production and to have relevance for race relations in the
United States. While lauded at the time of its release for its
visual and narrative innovations and a box office hit with film
audiences, it provoked African American protest in 1915 for
racially offensive content. In this collection of essays,
contributors explore Griffith’s film as text, artifact, and
cultural legacy and place it into both the historical and
transnational contexts of the first half of the 1900s and its
resonances with current events in America, such as
#BlackLivesMatter, #HollywoodSoWhite, and
#OscarsSoWhite movements. Through studies of the film’s
reception, formal innovations in visual storytelling, and
comparisons with contemporary movies, this work
challenges the idea the United States has moved beyond
racial problems and highlights the role of film and
representation in the continued struggle for equality.

Indiana University Press
344 pages

9782960029659
Paperback | $38.00

Performing Arts
May 1, 2019

Hollywood Goes Latin: Spanish-Language Cinema in Los
Angeles

Maria Elena de las Carreras, Jan-Christopher Horak

In the 1920s, Los Angeles enjoyed a buoyant
homegrown Spanish-language culture comprised of local
and itinerant stock companies that produced zarzuelas,
stage plays, and variety acts. After the introduction of sound
films, Spanish-language cinema thrived in the city’s
downtown theatres, screening throughout the 1930s, 1940s,
and 1950s in venues such as the Teatro Eléctrico, the
California, the Roosevelt, the Mason, the Azteca, the Million
Dollar, and the Mayan Theater, among others. With the
emergence and growth of Mexican and Argentine sound
cinema in the early to mid-1930s, downtown Los Angeles
quickly became the undisputed capital of Latin American
cinema culture in the United States. Meanwhile, the advent
of talkies resulted in the Hollywood studios hiring local and
international talent from Latin America and Spain for the
production of films in Spanish. Parallel with these
productions, a series of Spanish-language films were
financed by independent producers. As a result, Los
Angeles can be viewed as the most important hub in the
United States for the production, distribution, and exhibition
of films made in Spanish for Latin American audiences.  In
April 2017, the International Federation of Film Archives
organized a symposium, "Hollywood Goes Latin: Spanish-

Indiana University Press
276 pages

9780253040251
Paperback | $32.00

Social Science
Apr 5, 2019

Handbook for Folklore and Ethnomusicology Fieldwork

John Fenn, Lisa Gilman

Handbook for Folklore and Ethnomusicology
Fieldwork offers a comprehensive review of the
ethnographic process for developing a project,
implementing the plan, and completing and preserving the
data collected. Throughout, readers will find a detailed
methodology for conducting different types of fieldwork such
as digital ethnography or episodic research, tips and tricks
for key elements like budgeting and funding, and practical
advice and examples gleaned from the authors own
fieldwork experiences. This handbook also helps
fieldworkers fully grasp and understand the ways in which
power, gender, ethnicity, and other identity categories are
ever present in fieldwork and guides students to think
through these dynamics at each stage of research. Written
accessibly for lay researchers working in different mediums
and on projects of varying size, this step-by-step manual will
prepare the reader for the excitement, challenges, and
rewards of ethnographic research.

Indiana University Press
288 pages
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Apr 22, 2019

Folk Illusions: Children, Folklore, and Sciences of
Perception

K Brandon Barker, Claiborne Rice

Wiggling a pencil so that it looks like it is made of
rubber, "stealing" your niece's nose, and listening for the
sounds of the ocean in a conch shell– these are examples
of folk illusions, youthful play forms that trade on perceptual
oddities. In this groundbreaking study, K. Brandon Barker
and Clairborne Rice argue that these easily overlooked
instances of children's folklore offer an important avenue for
studying perception and cognition in the contexts of social
and embodied development. Folk illusions are traditionalized
verbal and/or physical actions that are performed with the
intention of creating a phantasm for one or more
participants. Using a cross-disciplinary approach that
combines the ethnographic methods of folklore with the
empirical data of neuroscience, cognitive science, and
psychology, Barker and Rice catalogue over eighty discrete
folk illusions while exploring the complexities of embodied
perception. Taken together as a genre of folklore, folk
illusions show that people, starting from a young age,
possess an awareness of the illusory tendencies of
perceptual processes as well as an awareness that the
distinctions between illusion and reality are always
communally formed.

Indiana University Press
272 pages

9780253041098
Paperback | $45.00

Social Science
Apr 22, 2019

Folk Illusions: Children, Folklore, and Sciences of
Perception

K Brandon Barker, Claiborne Rice

Wiggling a pencil so that it looks like it is made of
rubber, "stealing" your niece's nose, and listening for the
sounds of the ocean in a conch shell– these are examples
of folk illusions, youthful play forms that trade on perceptual
oddities. In this groundbreaking study, K. Brandon Barker
and Clairborne Rice argue that these easily overlooked
instances of children's folklore offer an important avenue for
studying perception and cognition in the contexts of social
and embodied development. Folk illusions are traditionalized
verbal and/or physical actions that are performed with the
intention of creating a phantasm for one or more
participants. Using a cross-disciplinary approach that
combines the ethnographic methods of folklore with the
empirical data of neuroscience, cognitive science, and
psychology, Barker and Rice catalogue over eighty discrete
folk illusions while exploring the complexities of embodied
perception. Taken together as a genre of folklore, folk
illusions show that people, starting from a young age,
possess an awareness of the illusory tendencies of
perceptual processes as well as an awareness that the
distinctions between illusion and reality are always
communally formed.

Indiana University Press
272 pages

9780253040343
Hardcover |

$123.00
Social Science

Apr 4, 2019

Right Makes Might: Proverbs and the American Worldview

Wolfgang Mieder

In 1860 Abraham Lincoln employed the proverb,
Right makes might, (opposite of the more aggressive Might
makes right) in his famed Cooper Union address. While
Lincoln did not originate the proverb, his use of it in this
critical speech indicates that the 14th century phrase had
taken on new ethical and democratic connotations in the
19th century. In this collection, famed scholar of proverbs
Wolfgang Mieder explores the multifaceted use and function
of proverbs through the history of the United States, from
their early beginnings up through their use by today's well-
known politicians, including Barack Obama, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, and Bernie Sanders. Building on previous
publications and unpublished research, Mieder explores
sociopolitical aspects of the American worldview as
expressed through the use of proverbs in politics, women's
rights, and the civil rights movement. By looking at the use
of proverbial phrases, Mieder demonstrates how one
traditional phrase can take on numerous expressive roles
over time and how they continue to play a key role in our
contemporary moment.

Indiana University Press
398 pages

9780253040350
Paperback | $46.00

Social Science
Apr 4, 2019

Right Makes Might: Proverbs and the American Worldview

Wolfgang Mieder

In 1860 Abraham Lincoln employed the proverb,
Right makes might, (opposite of the more aggressive Might
makes right) in his famed Cooper Union address. While
Lincoln did not originate the proverb, his use of it in this
critical speech indicates that the 14th century phrase had
taken on new ethical and democratic connotations in the
19th century. In this collection, famed scholar of proverbs
Wolfgang Mieder explores the multifaceted use and function
of proverbs through the history of the United States, from
their early beginnings up through their use by today's well-
known politicians, including Barack Obama, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, and Bernie Sanders. Building on previous
publications and unpublished research, Mieder explores
sociopolitical aspects of the American worldview as
expressed through the use of proverbs in politics, women's
rights, and the civil rights movement. By looking at the use
of proverbial phrases, Mieder demonstrates how one
traditional phrase can take on numerous expressive roles
over time and how they continue to play a key role in our
contemporary moment.

Indiana University Press
398 pages

9780253041135
Hardcover | $99.00

Music
Apr 30, 2019

Styling Blackness in Chile : Music and Dance in the
African Diaspora

Juan Eduardo Wolf

Chile had long forgotten about the existence of
the country’s Black population when, in 2003, the music and
dance called the tumbe carnaval appeared on the streets of
the city of Arica. Featuring turbaned dancers accompanied
by a lively rhythm played on hide-head drums, the tumbe
resonated with cosmopolitan images of what the African
Diaspora looks like, and so helped bring attention to a
community seeking legal recognition from the Chilean
government which denied its existence. Tumbe carnaval,
however, was not the only type of music and dance that
Afro-Chileans have participated in and identified with over
the years. In Styling Blackness in Chile, Juan Eduardo Wolf
explores the multiple ways that Black individuals in Arica
have performed music and dance to frame their Blackness
in relationship to other groups of performers—a process he
calls styling. Combining ethnography and semiotic analysis,
Wolf illustrates how styling Blackness as Criollo, Moreno,
and Indígena through genres like the baile de tierra,
morenos de paso, and caporales simultaneously offered
individuals alternative ways of identifying and contributed to
the invisibility of Afro-descendants in Chilean society. While
the styling of the tumbe as Afro-descendant helped make
Chile’s Black community visible once again, Wolf also notes
that its success raises issues of representation as more
people begin to perform the genre in ways that resonate less
with local cultural memory and Afro-Chilean activists’ goals.
At a moment when Chile’s government continues to discuss
whether to recognize the Afro-Chilean population and
Chilean society struggles to come to terms with an increase
in Latin American Afro-descendant immigrants, Wolf’s book
raises awareness of Blackness in Chile and the variety of
Black music-dance throughout the African Diaspora, while
also providing tools that ethnomusicologists and other
scholars of expressive culture can use to study the role of
music-dance in other cultural contexts.

Indiana University Press
264 pages

9780253041142
Paperback | $41.00

Music
Apr 30, 2019

Styling Blackness in Chile : Music and Dance in the
African Diaspora

Juan Eduardo Wolf

Chile had long forgotten about the existence of
the country’s Black population when, in 2003, the music and
dance called the tumbe carnaval appeared on the streets of
the city of Arica. Featuring turbaned dancers accompanied
by a lively rhythm played on hide-head drums, the tumbe
resonated with cosmopolitan images of what the African
Diaspora looks like, and so helped bring attention to a
community seeking legal recognition from the Chilean
government which denied its existence. Tumbe carnaval,
however, was not the only type of music and dance that
Afro-Chileans have participated in and identified with over
the years. In Styling Blackness in Chile, Juan Eduardo Wolf
explores the multiple ways that Black individuals in Arica
have performed music and dance to frame their Blackness
in relationship to other groups of performers—a process he
calls styling. Combining ethnography and semiotic analysis,
Wolf illustrates how styling Blackness as Criollo, Moreno,
and Indígena through genres like the baile de tierra,
morenos de paso, and caporales simultaneously offered
individuals alternative ways of identifying and contributed to
the invisibility of Afro-descendants in Chilean society. While
the styling of the tumbe as Afro-descendant helped make
Chile’s Black community visible once again, Wolf also notes
that its success raises issues of representation as more
people begin to perform the genre in ways that resonate less
with local cultural memory and Afro-Chilean activists’ goals.
At a moment when Chile’s government continues to discuss
whether to recognize the Afro-Chilean population and
Chilean society struggles to come to terms with an increase
in Latin American Afro-descendant immigrants, Wolf’s book
raises awareness of Blackness in Chile and the variety of
Black music-dance throughout the African Diaspora, while
also providing tools that ethnomusicologists and other
scholars of expressive culture can use to study the role of
music-dance in other cultural contexts.

Indiana University Press
264 pages

9780253041180
Hardcover |

$105.00
Music

Apr 24, 2019

Performing Tsarist Russia in New York : Music, Emigres,
and the American Imagination
Russian Music Studies
Natalie K Zelensky

Offering a rare look at the musical life of Russia
Abroad as it unfolded in New York City, Natalie K. Zelensky
examines the popular music culture of the post-Bolshevik
Russian emigration and the impact made by this group on
American culture and politics. Performing Tsarist Russia in
New York begins with a rich account of the musical
evenings that took place in the Russian émigré enclave of
Harlem in the 1920s and weaves through the world of
Manhattan’s Russian restaurants, Tin Pan Alley industry,
Broadway productions, 1939 World’s Fair, Soviet music
distributors, postwar Russian parish musical life, and Cold
War radio programming to close with today’s Russian ball
scene, exploring how the idea of Russia Abroad has taken
shape through various spheres of music production in New
York over the course of a century. Engaging in an analysis
of musical styles, performance practice, sheet music cover
art, the discourses surrounding this music, and the sonic,
somatic, and social realms of dance, Zelensky
demonstrates the central role played by music in shaping
and maintaining the Russian émigré diaspora over multiple
generations as well as the fundamental paradox underlying
this process: that music’s sustaining power in this case rests
on its proclivity to foster collective narratives of an idealized

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253041197
Paperback | $45.00

Music
Apr 24, 2019

Performing Tsarist Russia in New York : Music, Emigres,
and the American Imagination
Russian Music Studies
Natalie K Zelensky

Offering a rare look at the musical life of Russia
Abroad as it unfolded in New York City, Natalie K. Zelensky
examines the popular music culture of the post-Bolshevik
Russian emigration and the impact made by this group on
American culture and politics. Performing Tsarist Russia in
New York begins with a rich account of the musical
evenings that took place in the Russian émigré enclave of
Harlem in the 1920s and weaves through the world of
Manhattan’s Russian restaurants, Tin Pan Alley industry,
Broadway productions, 1939 World’s Fair, Soviet music
distributors, postwar Russian parish musical life, and Cold
War radio programming to close with today’s Russian ball
scene, exploring how the idea of Russia Abroad has taken
shape through various spheres of music production in New
York over the course of a century. Engaging in an analysis
of musical styles, performance practice, sheet music cover
art, the discourses surrounding this music, and the sonic,
somatic, and social realms of dance, Zelensky
demonstrates the central role played by music in shaping
and maintaining the Russian émigré diaspora over multiple
generations as well as the fundamental paradox underlying
this process: that music’s sustaining power in this case rests
on its proclivity to foster collective narratives of an idealized

Indiana University Press
256 pages
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Hardcover |

$145.00
Music

Jul 1, 2019

Storytime in India: Wedding Songs, Victorian Tales, and
the Ethnographic Experience

Helen Priscilla Myers, Umesh Chandra Pandey

Stories are the backbone of ethnographic
research. During fieldwork, subjects describe their lives
through stories. Afterward ethnographers come home from
their journeys with stories of their own about their
experiences in the field. Storytime in India is an exploration
of the stories that come out of ethnographic fieldwork. Helen
Priscilla Myers and Umesh Chandra Pandey examine the
ways in which their research collecting Bhojpuri wedding
songs became interwoven with the stories of their lives, their
work together, and their shared experience reading The
Eustace Diamonds by Anthony Trollope. Moving through
these intertwined stories, the reader learns about the
complete Bhojpuri wedding tradition through songs sung by
Gangajali and access to the original song recordings and
their translations. In the interludes, Pandey reads and
interprets The Eustace Diamonds, confronting the reader
with the ever-present influence of colonialism, both in India
and in ethnographic fieldwork. Interwoven throughout are
stories of the everyday, highlighting the ups and downs of
the ethnographic experience. Storytime in India combines
the style of the Victorian novel with the structure of
traditional Indian village tales, in which stories are told within
stories. This book questions how we can and should
present ethnography as well as what we really learn in the
field. As Myers and Pandey ultimately conclude, writers of
scholarly books are storytellers themselves and scholarly
books are a form of art, just like the traditions they study.

Indiana University Press
480 pages

9780253041630
Paperback | $65.00

Music
Jul 1, 2019

Storytime in India: Wedding Songs, Victorian Tales, and
the Ethnographic Experience

Helen Priscilla Myers, Umesh Chandra Pandey

Stories are the backbone of ethnographic
research. During fieldwork, subjects describe their lives
through stories. Afterward ethnographers come home from
their journeys with stories of their own about their
experiences in the field. Storytime in India is an exploration
of the stories that come out of ethnographic fieldwork. Helen
Priscilla Myers and Umesh Chandra Pandey examine the
ways in which their research collecting Bhojpuri wedding
songs became interwoven with the stories of their lives, their
work together, and their shared experience reading The
Eustace Diamonds by Anthony Trollope. Moving through
these intertwined stories, the reader learns about the
complete Bhojpuri wedding tradition through songs sung by
Gangajali and access to the original song recordings and
their translations. In the interludes, Pandey reads and
interprets The Eustace Diamonds, confronting the reader
with the ever-present influence of colonialism, both in India
and in ethnographic fieldwork. Interwoven throughout are
stories of the everyday, highlighting the ups and downs of
the ethnographic experience. Storytime in India combines
the style of the Victorian novel with the structure of
traditional Indian village tales, in which stories are told within
stories. This book questions how we can and should
present ethnography as well as what we really learn in the
field. As Myers and Pandey ultimately conclude, writers of
scholarly books are storytellers themselves and scholarly
books are a form of art, just like the traditions they study.

Indiana University Press
480 pages

9780253041760
Hardcover |

$105.00
Music

Jul 1, 2019

Music in the American Diasporic Wedding

Inna Naroditskaya

Music in the American Diasporic Wedding
explores the complex cultural adaptations, preservations,
and fusions that occur in weddings between couples and
families of diverse origins. Discussing weddings as a site of
negotiations between generations, traditions, and religions,
the essays gathered here argue that music is the mediating
force between the young and the old, ritual and
entertainment, and immigrant lore and assimilation. The
contributors examine such colorful integrations as klezmer-
tinged Mandarin tunes at a Jewish and Taiwanese
American wedding, a wedding services industry in
Chicago's South Asian community featuring a diversity of
wedding music options, and Puerto Rican cultural activists
dancing down the aisles of New York's St. Cecilia's church
to the thunder of drums and maracas and rapping their
marriage vows. These essays show us what wedding music
and performance tell us about complex multiethnic diasporic
identities and remind us that how we listen to and celebrate
otherness defines who we are.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253041777
Paperback | $46.00

Music
Jul 1, 2019

Music in the American Diasporic Wedding

Inna Naroditskaya

Music in the American Diasporic Wedding
explores the complex cultural adaptations, preservations,
and fusions that occur in weddings between couples and
families of diverse origins. Discussing weddings as a site of
negotiations between generations, traditions, and religions,
the essays gathered here argue that music is the mediating
force between the young and the old, ritual and
entertainment, and immigrant lore and assimilation. The
contributors examine such colorful integrations as klezmer-
tinged Mandarin tunes at a Jewish and Taiwanese
American wedding, a wedding services industry in
Chicago's South Asian community featuring a diversity of
wedding music options, and Puerto Rican cultural activists
dancing down the aisles of New York's St. Cecilia's church
to the thunder of drums and maracas and rapping their
marriage vows. These essays show us what wedding music
and performance tell us about complex multiethnic diasporic
identities and remind us that how we listen to and celebrate
otherness defines who we are.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253042057
Hardcover |

$125.00
Literary Criticism

Jul 1, 2019

From Schlemiel to Sabra: Zionist Masculinity and
Palestinian Hebrew Literature
Perspectives on Israel Studies
Philip Hollander

In From Schlemiel to Sabra Philip Hollander
examines how masculine ideals and images of the New
Hebrew man shaped the Israeli state. In this innovative
book, Hollander uncovers the complex relationship that
Jews had with masculinity, interrogating narratives depicting
masculinity in the new state as a transition from weak,
feminized schlemiels to robust, muscular, and rugged
Israelis. Turning to key literary texts by S. Y. Agnon, Y. H.
Brenner, L. A. Arieli, and Aharon Reuveni, Hollander reveals
how gender and sexuality were intertwined to promote a
specific Zionist political agenda. A Zionist masculinity
grounded in military prowess could not only protect the new
state but also ensure its procreative needs and future. Self-
awareness, physical power, fierce loyalty to the state and
devotion to the land, humility, and nurture of the young were
essential qualities that needed to be cultivated in migrants
to the state. By turning to the early literature of Zionist
Palestine, Hollander shows how Jews strove to construct a
better Jewish future.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253042064
Paperback | $57.00
Literary Criticism

Jul 1, 2019

From Schlemiel to Sabra: Zionist Masculinity and
Palestinian Hebrew Literature
Perspectives on Israel Studies
Philip Hollander

In From Schlemiel to Sabra Philip Hollander
examines how masculine ideals and images of the New
Hebrew man shaped the Israeli state. In this innovative
book, Hollander uncovers the complex relationship that
Jews had with masculinity, interrogating narratives depicting
masculinity in the new state as a transition from weak,
feminized schlemiels to robust, muscular, and rugged
Israelis. Turning to key literary texts by S. Y. Agnon, Y. H.
Brenner, L. A. Arieli, and Aharon Reuveni, Hollander reveals
how gender and sexuality were intertwined to promote a
specific Zionist political agenda. A Zionist masculinity
grounded in military prowess could not only protect the new
state but also ensure its procreative needs and future. Self-
awareness, physical power, fierce loyalty to the state and
devotion to the land, humility, and nurture of the young were
essential qualities that needed to be cultivated in migrants
to the state. By turning to the early literature of Zionist
Palestine, Hollander shows how Jews strove to construct a
better Jewish future.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253041814
Hardcover | $99.00

Philosophy
Apr 24, 2019

Zionism and Melancholy: The Short Life of Israel Zarchi
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Nitzan Lebovic

Nitzan Lebovic claims that political melancholy is
the defining trait of a generation of Israelis born between the
1960s and 1990s. This cohort came of age during wars,
occupation and intifada, cultural conflict, and the failure of
the Oslo Accords. The atmosphere of militarism and
conservative state politics left little room for democratic
opposition or dissent. Lebovic and others depict the failure
to respond not only as a result of institutional pressure but
as the effect of a long-lasting "left-wing melancholy." In
order to understand its grip on Israeli society, Lebovic turns
to the novels and short stories of Israel Zarchi. For him,
Zarchi aptly describes the gap between the
utopian hope present  in Zionism since its early days and
the melancholic reality of the present. Through personal
engagement with Zarchi, Lebovic develops a philosophy of
melancholy and shows how it pervades Israeli society.

Indiana University Press
146 pages

9780253041821
Paperback | $38.00

Philosophy
Apr 24, 2019

Zionism and Melancholy: The Short Life of Israel Zarchi
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Nitzan Lebovic

Nitzan Lebovic claims that political melancholy is
the defining trait of a generation of Israelis born between the
1960s and 1990s. This cohort came of age during wars,
occupation and intifada, cultural conflict, and the failure of
the Oslo Accords. The atmosphere of militarism and
conservative state politics left little room for democratic
opposition or dissent. Lebovic and others depict the failure
to respond not only as a result of institutional pressure but
as the effect of a long-lasting "left-wing melancholy." In
order to understand its grip on Israeli society, Lebovic turns
to the novels and short stories of Israel Zarchi. For him,
Zarchi aptly describes the gap between the
utopian hope present  in Zionism since its early days and
the melancholic reality of the present. Through personal
engagement with Zarchi, Lebovic develops a philosophy of
melancholy and shows how it pervades Israeli society.

Indiana University Press
146 pages
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9780253040534
Hardcover | $58.00
Performing Arts

Feb 14, 2019

Jewish Difference and the Arts in Vienna : Composing
Compassion in Music and Biblical Theater
German Jewish Cultures
Caroline A Kita

During the mid-19th century, the works of Arthur
Schopenhauer and Richard Wagner sparked an impulse
toward German cultural renewal and social change that
drew on religious myth, metaphysics, and spiritualism. The
only problem was that their works were deeply antisemitic
and entangled with claims that Jews were incapable of
creating compassionate art. By looking at the works of
Jewish composers and writers who contributed to a lively
and robust biblical theatre in fin de siècle Vienna, Caroline
A. Kita shows how they reimagined myths of the Old
Testament to offer new aesthetic and ethical views of
compassion. These Jewish artists, including Gustav Mahler,
Siegfried Lipiner, Richard Beer-Hofmann, Stefan Zweig, and
Arnold Schoenberg, reimagined biblical stories through the
lens of the modern Jewish subject to plead for justice and
compassion toward the Jewish community. By tracing
responses to antisemitic discourses of compassion, Kita
reflects on the explicitly and increasingly troubled political
and social dynamics at the end of the Habsburg Empire.

Indiana University Press
226 pages

9780253038616
Hardcover | $75.00
Performing Arts

Jan 24, 2019

The Rise of the Modern Yiddish Theater
Jews in Eastern Europe
Alyssa Quint

Alyssa Quint focuses on the early years of the
modern Yiddish theater, from roughly 1876 to 1883, through
the works of one of its best-known and most colorful figures,
Avrom Goldfaden. Goldfaden (né Goldenfaden, 1840-1908)
was one of the first playwrights to stage a commercially
viable Yiddish-language theater, first in Romania and then in
Russia. Goldfaden’s work was rapidly disseminated in print
and his plays were performed frequently for Jewish
audiences. Sholem Aleichem considered him as a forger of
a new language that "breathed the European spirit into our
old jargon." Quint uses Goldfaden’s theatrical works as a
way to understand the social life of Jewish theater in
Imperial Russia. Through a study of his libretti, she looks at
the experiences of Russian Jewish actors, male and
female, to explore connections between culture as artistic
production and culture in the sense of broader social
structures. Quint explores how Jewish actors who played
Goldfaden’s work on stage absorbed the theater into their
everyday lives. Goldfaden’s theater gives a rich view into the
conduct, ideology, religion, and politics of Jews during an
important moment in the history of late Imperial Russia.

Indiana University Press
304 pages

9780253041869
Hardcover |

$105.00
Literary Criticism

Apr 24, 2019

Der Nister's Soviet Years : Yiddish Writer as Witness to the
People
Jews in Eastern Europe
Mikhail Krutikov

In Der Nister's Soviet Years, author Mikhail
Krutikov focuses on the second half of the dramatic writing
career of Soviet Yiddish writer Der Nister, pen name of
Pinhas Kahanovich (1884–1950). Krutikov follows Der
Nister's painful but ultimately successful literary
transformation from his symbolist roots to social realism
under severe ideological pressure from Soviet critics and
authorities. This volume reveals how profoundly Der Nister
was affected by the destruction of Jewish life during WWII
and his own personal misfortunes. While Der Nister was
writing a history of his generation, he was arrested for anti-
government activities and died tragically from a botched
surgery in the Gulag. Krutikov illustrates why Der Nister's
work is so important to understandings of Soviet literature,
the Russian Revolution, and the catastrophic demise of the
Jewish community under Stalin.

Indiana University Press
280 pages

9780253041876
Paperback | $49.00
Literary Criticism

Apr 24, 2019

Der Nister's Soviet Years : Yiddish Writer as Witness to the
People
Jews in Eastern Europe
Mikhail Krutikov

In Der Nister's Soviet Years, author Mikhail
Krutikov focuses on the second half of the dramatic writing
career of Soviet Yiddish writer Der Nister, pen name of
Pinhas Kahanovich (1884–1950). Krutikov follows Der
Nister's painful but ultimately successful literary
transformation from his symbolist roots to social realism
under severe ideological pressure from Soviet critics and
authorities. This volume reveals how profoundly Der Nister
was affected by the destruction of Jewish life during WWII
and his own personal misfortunes. While Der Nister was
writing a history of his generation, he was arrested for anti-
government activities and died tragically from a botched
surgery in the Gulag. Krutikov illustrates why Der Nister's
work is so important to understandings of Soviet literature,
the Russian Revolution, and the catastrophic demise of the
Jewish community under Stalin.

Indiana University Press
280 pages

9780253036902
Hardcover |

$126.00
Literary Criticism

Feb 1, 2019

David Bergelson's Strange New World: Untimeliness and
Futurity
Jews in Eastern Europe
Harriet Murav

David Bergelson (1884–1952) emerged as a
major literary figure who wrote in Yiddish before WWI. He
was one of the founders of the Kiev Kultur-Lige and his
work was at the center of the Yiddish-speaking world of the
time. He was well known for creating characters who often
felt the painful after-effects of the past and the clumsiness
of bodies stumbling through the actions of daily life as their
familiar worlds crumbled around them. In this contemporary
assessment of Bergelson and his fiction, Harriet Murav
focuses on untimeliness, anachronism, and warped
temporality as an emotional, sensory, existential, and
historical background to Bergleson’s work and world. Murav
grapples with the great modern theorists of time and
memory, especially Henri Bergson, Sigmund Freud, and
Walter Benjamin, to present Bergelson as an integral part of
the philosophical and artistic experiments, political and
technological changes, and cultural context of Russian and
Yiddish modernism that marked his age. As a comparative
and interdisciplinary study of Yiddish literature and Jewish
culture, this work adds a new, ethnic dimension to
understandings of the turbulent birth of modernism.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253036919
Paperback | $63.00
Literary Criticism

Feb 1, 2019

David Bergelson's Strange New World: Untimeliness and
Futurity
Jews in Eastern Europe
Harriet Murav

David Bergelson (1884–1952) emerged as a
major literary figure who wrote in Yiddish before WWI. He
was one of the founders of the Kiev Kultur-Lige and his
work was at the center of the Yiddish-speaking world of the
time. He was well known for creating characters who often
felt the painful after-effects of the past and the clumsiness
of bodies stumbling through the actions of daily life as their
familiar worlds crumbled around them. In this contemporary
assessment of Bergelson and his fiction, Harriet Murav
focuses on untimeliness, anachronism, and warped
temporality as an emotional, sensory, existential, and
historical background to Bergleson’s work and world. Murav
grapples with the great modern theorists of time and
memory, especially Henri Bergson, Sigmund Freud, and
Walter Benjamin, to present Bergelson as an integral part of
the philosophical and artistic experiments, political and
technological changes, and cultural context of Russian and
Yiddish modernism that marked his age. As a comparative
and interdisciplinary study of Yiddish literature and Jewish
culture, this work adds a new, ethnic dimension to
understandings of the turbulent birth of modernism.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253042200
Hardcover |

$112.00
History

Aug 1, 2019

The Kindertransport: Contesting Memory
Studies in Antisemitism
Jennifer Craig-Norton

Jennifer Craig-Norton sets out to challenge
celebratory narratives of the Kindertransport that have
dominated popular memory as well as literature on the
subject. According to these accounts, the Kindertransport
was a straightforward act of rescue and salvation, with little
room for a deeper, more complex analysis. This volume
reveals that in fact many children experienced difficulties
with settlement: they were treated inconsistently by refugee
agencies, their parents had complicated reasons for giving
them up, and their caregivers had a variety of motives for
taking them in. Against the grain of many other narratives,
Craig-Norton emphasizes the use of archival sources, many
of them newly discovered testimonial accounts and letters
from Kinder to their families. This documentary evidence
together with testimonial evidence allows compelling insights
into the nature of interactions between children and their
parents and caregivers and shows readers a more nuanced
and complete picture of the Kindertransport.

Indiana University Press
360 pages

9780253042217
Paperback | $51.00

History
Aug 1, 2019

The Kindertransport: Contesting Memory
Studies in Antisemitism
Jennifer Craig-Norton

Jennifer Craig-Norton sets out to challenge
celebratory narratives of the Kindertransport that have
dominated popular memory as well as literature on the
subject. According to these accounts, the Kindertransport
was a straightforward act of rescue and salvation, with little
room for a deeper, more complex analysis. This volume
reveals that in fact many children experienced difficulties
with settlement: they were treated inconsistently by refugee
agencies, their parents had complicated reasons for giving
them up, and their caregivers had a variety of motives for
taking them in. Against the grain of many other narratives,
Craig-Norton emphasizes the use of archival sources, many
of them newly discovered testimonial accounts and letters
from Kinder to their families. This documentary evidence
together with testimonial evidence allows compelling insights
into the nature of interactions between children and their
parents and caregivers and shows readers a more nuanced
and complete picture of the Kindertransport.

Indiana University Press
360 pages
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Hardcover |
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Literary Criticism

Jun 1, 2019

William S. Burroughs Cutting Up the Century

Joan Hawkins, Alex Wermer-Colan

William S. Burroughs Cutting Up the Century is
the definitive book on Burroughs’ overarching cut-up project
and its relevance to the American twentieth century.
Burroughs’s Nova Trilogy (The Soft Machine, Nova Express,
and The Ticket That Exploded) remains the best-known of
his textual cut-up creations, but he committed more than a
decade of his life to searching out multimedia for use in
works of collage. By cutting up, folding in, and splicing
together newspapers, magazines, letters, book reviews,
classical literature, audio recordings, photographs, and
films, Burroughs created an eclectic and wide-ranging
countercultural archive. This collection includes previously
unpublished work by Burroughs such as cut-ups of work
written by his son, cut-ups of critical responses to his own
work, collages on the Vietnam War and the Watergate
scandal, excerpts from his dream journals, and some of the
few diary entries that Burroughs wrote about his wife, Joan.
William S. Burroughs Cutting Up the Century also features
original essays, interviews, and discussions by established
Burroughs scholars, respected artists, and people who
encountered Burroughs. The essays consider Burroughs
from a range of starting points—literary studies, media
studies, popular culture, gender studies, post-colonialism,
history, and geography. Ultimately, the collection situates
Burroughs as a central artist and thinker of his time and
considers his insights on political and social problems that
have become even more dire in ours.

Indiana University Press
456 pages

9780253041333
Paperback | $45.00
Literary Criticism

Jun 1, 2019

William S. Burroughs Cutting Up the Century

Joan Hawkins, Alex Wermer-Colan

William S. Burroughs Cutting Up the Century is
the definitive book on Burroughs’ overarching cut-up project
and its relevance to the American twentieth century.
Burroughs’s Nova Trilogy (The Soft Machine, Nova Express,
and The Ticket That Exploded) remains the best-known of
his textual cut-up creations, but he committed more than a
decade of his life to searching out multimedia for use in
works of collage. By cutting up, folding in, and splicing
together newspapers, magazines, letters, book reviews,
classical literature, audio recordings, photographs, and
films, Burroughs created an eclectic and wide-ranging
countercultural archive. This collection includes previously
unpublished work by Burroughs such as cut-ups of work
written by his son, cut-ups of critical responses to his own
work, collages on the Vietnam War and the Watergate
scandal, excerpts from his dream journals, and some of the
few diary entries that Burroughs wrote about his wife, Joan.
William S. Burroughs Cutting Up the Century also features
original essays, interviews, and discussions by established
Burroughs scholars, respected artists, and people who
encountered Burroughs. The essays consider Burroughs
from a range of starting points—literary studies, media
studies, popular culture, gender studies, post-colonialism,
history, and geography. Ultimately, the collection situates
Burroughs as a central artist and thinker of his time and
considers his insights on political and social problems that
have become even more dire in ours.

Indiana University Press
456 pages

9780253041678
Hardcover | $45.00

Poetry
Jul 1, 2019

Poems Written Abroad: The Lilly Library Manuscript
Special Publications of the Lilly Library
Stephen Spender, Christoph Irmscher

Poems Written Abroad is the first publication of
the earliest collection of poetry by the famous poet, novelist,
literary critic, translator, and radical, Sir Stephen Spender
(1909-1995). Spender wrote and compiled this manuscript in
1927, when he was living in Nantes and Lausanne. In tone
and diction, Spender’s poems range from creatively
traditional to unexpectedly innovative. They reflect his
reading in Shakespeare and French poetry, as well as his
absorption in music and modern art. They also document
his struggles with his sexual identity and his emerging
desire to devote his life, at whatever cost, to the writing of
poetry. This beautiful facsimile edition, authorized by the
Spender estate, faithfully reproduces the features of the
original manuscript now held by the Lilly Library, including
the frontispiece, an ink drawing by Spender himself, and
little-known photographs of the poet. The editor’s extensive
introduction and detailed explanatory notes situate
Spender’s juvenilia in the context of his life and work and
the history of modern poetry. The volume will appeal to
readers with interests in modern poetry, gender studies, and
fine books.

Indiana University Press
158 pages

9780253340252
Hardcover | $83.59

History
Apr 1, 2006

The Grand Scribe's Records : The Hereditary Houses of
Pre-Han China, Part I
Grand Scribe's Records
Ch'ien Ssu-Ma, William H Nienhauser, Ssu-Ma Ch'ien

With Part I of the two-part fifth volume of Ssu-ma
Ch'ien's Shi chi (The Grand Scribe's Records), we enter the
world of the shih chia or "hereditary houses." These ten
chapters trace the history of China's first states, from their
establishment in the 11th century B.C. until their
incorporation in the first empire under the Ch'in in 221 B.C.
Combining myth, anecdote, chronicle, and biography based
on early written and oral sources, many no longer extant,
the narratives make for compelling reading, as dramatic and
readable as any in this grand history.
Indiana University Press
552 pages

9780253340283
Hardcover | $82.59

History
Aug 1, 2008

The Grand Scribe's Records : The Memoirs of Han China,
Part I
Grand Scribe's Records
Ch'ien Ssu-Ma, William H Nienhauser, Reinhard Emmerich

The 16 chapters translated herein continue the
biographies of individuals in pre-Han China presented in
volume seven of The Grand Scribe's Records. The reader is
introduced to the major supporters and rivals of the
founders of the Han Dynasty: the generals, advisors,
strategists, and ministers who helped to shape the
foundations of the first sustained empire in Chinese history.
Although these men were often of common stock, they
influenced the development of many aspects of the Han
culture, a culture which in turn served as a model for
subsequent eras. Based on oral and written accounts as
well as on administrative records, these biographies range
stylistically from anecdotal tales to repetitious reports of
achievements in battle. The failure of the first five Han
emperors to trust the loyalty of their subordinates is a
leitmotif in many of these chapters. But the individual motifs
that echo other sections of the Grand Scribe's Records--
unrecognized heroes, both loyal and disloyal retainers,
broken friendships, and faithless lovers--also appear in
these pages.

Indiana University Press
512 pages

9780253039378
Hardcover | $94.00

Music
Feb 11, 2019

Guide to the Contemporary Harp

Mathilde Aubat-Andrieu, Laurence Bancaud, Aurelie Barbe

Harps and harp music have enjoyed a
renaissance over the past century and today can be heard
in a broad array of musical contexts. Guide to the
Contemporary Harp is a comprehensive resource that
examines the vibrant present-day landscape of the harp.
The authors explore the instrument from all angles,
beginning with organology; moving through composition,
notation, and playing techniques; and concluding with the
contemporary repertoire for the harp. The rapid
diversification in these areas of harp performance is the
result of both technological innovations in harp making,
which have produced the electric harp and MIDI harp, and
innovative composers and players. These new instruments
and techniques have broadened the concept of what is
possible and what constitutes harp music for today. Guide to
the Contemporary Harp is an essential guide for any harpist
looking to push the instrument and its music to new heights.

Indiana University Press
218 pages

9780253039385
Paperback | $38.00

Music
Feb 11, 2019

Guide to the Contemporary Harp

Mathilde Aubat-Andrieu, Laurence Bancaud, Aurelie Barbe

Harps and harp music have enjoyed a
renaissance over the past century and today can be heard
in a broad array of musical contexts. Guide to the
Contemporary Harp is a comprehensive resource that
examines the vibrant present-day landscape of the harp.
The authors explore the instrument from all angles,
beginning with organology; moving through composition,
notation, and playing techniques; and concluding with the
contemporary repertoire for the harp. The rapid
diversification in these areas of harp performance is the
result of both technological innovations in harp making,
which have produced the electric harp and MIDI harp, and
innovative composers and players. These new instruments
and techniques have broadened the concept of what is
possible and what constitutes harp music for today. Guide to
the Contemporary Harp is an essential guide for any harpist
looking to push the instrument and its music to new heights.

Indiana University Press
218 pages

9780253040206
Hardcover | $99.00

Music
Feb 14, 2019

Jewish Religious Music in Nineteenth-Century America :
Restoring the Synagogue Soundtrack

Judah M Cohen

In Jewish Religious Music in Nineteenth-Century
America: Restoring the Synagogue Soundtrack, Judah M.
Cohen demonstrates that Jews constructed a robust
religious musical conversation in the United States during
the mid- to late-19th century. While previous studies of
American Jewish music history have looked to Europe as a
source of innovation during this time, Cohen’s careful
analysis of primary archival sources tells a different story.
Far from seeing a fallow musical landscape, Cohen finds
that Central European Jews in the United States
spearheaded a major revision of the sounds and traditions
of synagogue music during this period of rapid liturgical
change. Focusing on the influences of both individuals and
texts, Cohen demonstrates how American Jewish musicians
sought to balance artistry and group singing, rather than
"progressing" from solo chant to choir and organ.
Congregations shifted between musical genres and
practices during this period in response to such factors as
finances, personnel, and communal cohesiveness. Cohen
concludes that the "soundtrack" of 19th-century Jewish
American music heavily shapes how we look at Jewish
American music and life in the first part of the 21st-century,

Indiana University Press
328 pages
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Music
Feb 14, 2019

Jewish Religious Music in Nineteenth-Century America :
Restoring the Synagogue Soundtrack

Judah M Cohen

In Jewish Religious Music in Nineteenth-Century
America: Restoring the Synagogue Soundtrack, Judah M.
Cohen demonstrates that Jews constructed a robust
religious musical conversation in the United States during
the mid- to late-19th century. While previous studies of
American Jewish music history have looked to Europe as a
source of innovation during this time, Cohen’s careful
analysis of primary archival sources tells a different story.
Far from seeing a fallow musical landscape, Cohen finds
that Central European Jews in the United States
spearheaded a major revision of the sounds and traditions
of synagogue music during this period of rapid liturgical
change. Focusing on the influences of both individuals and
texts, Cohen demonstrates how American Jewish musicians
sought to balance artistry and group singing, rather than
"progressing" from solo chant to choir and organ.
Congregations shifted between musical genres and
practices during this period in response to such factors as
finances, personnel, and communal cohesiveness. Cohen
concludes that the "soundtrack" of 19th-century Jewish
American music heavily shapes how we look at Jewish
American music and life in the first part of the 21st-century,
arguing that how we see, and especially hear, history plays
a key role in our understanding of the contemporary world
around us. Supplemented with an interactive website that
includes the primary source materials, recordings of the
music discussed, and a map that highlights the movement
of key individuals, Cohen’s research defines more clearly
the sound of 19th-century American Jewry.

Indiana University Press
328 pages

9780253042415
Hardcover | $95.00

Music
Aug 1, 2019

Rubble Music: Occupying the Ruins of Postwar Berlin,
1945!1950

Abby Anderton

As the seat of Hitler’s government, Berlin was the
most frequently targeted city in Germany for Allied bombing
campaigns during World War II. Air raids shelled celebrated
monuments, left homes uninhabitable, and reduced much of
the city to nothing but rubble. After the war’s end, this
apocalyptic landscape captured the imagination of artists,
filmmakers, and writers, who used the ruins to engage with
themes of alienation, disillusionment, and moral ambiguity.
In Rubble Music, Abby Anderton explores the classical
music culture of postwar Berlin, analyzing archival
documents, period sources, and musical scores to identify
the sound of civilian suffering after urban catastrophe.
Anderton reveals how rubble functioned as a literal,
figurative, psychological, and sonic element by examining
the resonances of trauma heard in the German musical
repertoire after 1945. With detailed explorations of
reconstituted orchestral ensembles, opera companies, and
radio stations, as well as analyses of performances and
compositions that were beyond the reach of the Allied
occupiers, Anderton demonstrates how German musicians
worked through, cleared away, or built over the debris and
devastation of the war.

Indiana University Press
200 pages

9780253042422
Paperback | $35.00

Music
Aug 1, 2019

Rubble Music: Occupying the Ruins of Postwar Berlin,
1945!1950

Abby Anderton

As the seat of Hitler’s government, Berlin was the
most frequently targeted city in Germany for Allied bombing
campaigns during World War II. Air raids shelled celebrated
monuments, left homes uninhabitable, and reduced much of
the city to nothing but rubble. After the war’s end, this
apocalyptic landscape captured the imagination of artists,
filmmakers, and writers, who used the ruins to engage with
themes of alienation, disillusionment, and moral ambiguity.
In Rubble Music, Abby Anderton explores the classical
music culture of postwar Berlin, analyzing archival
documents, period sources, and musical scores to identify
the sound of civilian suffering after urban catastrophe.
Anderton reveals how rubble functioned as a literal,
figurative, psychological, and sonic element by examining
the resonances of trauma heard in the German musical
repertoire after 1945. With detailed explorations of
reconstituted orchestral ensembles, opera companies, and
radio stations, as well as analyses of performances and
compositions that were beyond the reach of the Allied
occupiers, Anderton demonstrates how German musicians
worked through, cleared away, or built over the debris and
devastation of the war.

Indiana University Press
200 pages

9780253041579
Hardcover |

$128.00
Music

Jul 1, 2019

The Last Opera: The Rake's Progress in the Life of
Stravinsky and Sung Drama
Russian Music Studies
Chandler Carter

From the fall of 1947 through the summer of 1951
composer Igor Stravinsky and poet W. H. Auden
collaborated on the opera The Rake’s Progress. At the time,
their self-consciously conventional work seemed to appeal
only to conservative audiences. Few perceived that
Stravinsky and Auden were confronting the central crisis of
the Modern age, for their story of a hapless eighteenth-
century Everyman dramatizes the very limits of human will,
a theme Auden insists underlies all opera. In The Last
Opera, Chandler Carter weaves together three interlocking
stories. The central and most detailed story explores the
libretto and music of The Rake’s Progress. The second
positions the opera as a focal point in Stravinsky's artistic
journey and those who helped him realize it—his librettists,
Auden and Chester Kallman; his protégé Robert Craft; and
his compatriot, fellow composer, and close friend Nicolas
Nabokov. By exploring the ominous cultural landscape in
which these fascinating individuals lived and worked, the
book captures a pivotal twenty-five-year span (from
approximately 1945 to 1970) during which modernists like
Stravinsky and Auden confronted a tectonic disruption to
their artistic worldview. Ultimately, Carter reveals how these
stories fit into a larger third narrative, the 400-year history of
opera. This richly and lovingly contextualized study of The
Rake’s Progress sheds new light on why, despite the
hundreds of musical dramas and theater pieces that have
been written since its premier in 1951, this work is still
considered the "the last opera."

Indiana University Press
360 pages

9780253041586
Paperback | $51.00

Music
Jul 1, 2019

The Last Opera: The Rake's Progress in the Life of
Stravinsky and Sung Drama
Russian Music Studies
Chandler Carter

From the fall of 1947 through the summer of 1951
composer Igor Stravinsky and poet W. H. Auden
collaborated on the opera The Rake’s Progress. At the time,
their self-consciously conventional work seemed to appeal
only to conservative audiences. Few perceived that
Stravinsky and Auden were confronting the central crisis of
the Modern age, for their story of a hapless eighteenth-
century Everyman dramatizes the very limits of human will,
a theme Auden insists underlies all opera. In The Last
Opera, Chandler Carter weaves together three interlocking
stories. The central and most detailed story explores the
libretto and music of The Rake’s Progress. The second
positions the opera as a focal point in Stravinsky's artistic
journey and those who helped him realize it—his librettists,
Auden and Chester Kallman; his protégé Robert Craft; and
his compatriot, fellow composer, and close friend Nicolas
Nabokov. By exploring the ominous cultural landscape in
which these fascinating individuals lived and worked, the
book captures a pivotal twenty-five-year span (from
approximately 1945 to 1970) during which modernists like
Stravinsky and Auden confronted a tectonic disruption to
their artistic worldview. Ultimately, Carter reveals how these
stories fit into a larger third narrative, the 400-year history of
opera. This richly and lovingly contextualized study of The
Rake’s Progress sheds new light on why, despite the
hundreds of musical dramas and theater pieces that have
been written since its premier in 1951, this work is still
considered the "the last opera."

Indiana University Press
360 pages

9780253040114
Hardcover | $94.00

Science
Apr 24, 2019

Mesozoic Sea Dragons: Triassic Marine Life from the
Ancient Tropical Lagoon of Monte San Giorgio
Life of the Past
Olivier Rieppel

Told in rich detail and with gorgeous color
recreations, this is the story of marine life in the age before
the dinosaurs. During the Middle Triassic Period (247–237
million years ago), the mountain of Monte San Giorgio in
Switzerland was a tropical lagoon. Today, it is a UNESCO
World Heritage Site because it boasts an astonishing fossil
record of marine life from that time. Attracted to an
incredibly diverse and well-preserved set of fossils, Swiss
and Italian paleontologists have been excavating the
mountain since 1850. Synthesizing and interpreting over a
century of discoveries through a critical twenty-first century
lens, paleontologist Olivier Rieppel tells for the first time the
complete story of the fish and marine reptiles who made
that long-ago lagoon their home. Through careful analysis
and vividly rendered recreations, he offers memorable
glimpses of not only what Thalattosaurs, Protorosaurs,
Ichthyosaurs, Pachypleurosaurs, and other marine life
looked like but how they moved and lived in the lagoon. An
invaluable resource for specialists and accessible to all, this
book is essential to all who are fascinated with ancient
marine life.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253039705
Hardcover | $99.00

Philosophy
Mar 4, 2019

Nietzsche and Other Buddhas : Philosophy after
Comparative Philosophy
World Philosophies
Jason M Wirth

In Nietzche and Other Buddhas, author Jason M.
Wirth brings major East Asian Buddhist thinkers into radical
dialogue with key Continental philosophers through a series
of exercises that pursue what is traditionally called
comparative or intercultural philosophy as he reflects on
what makes such exercises possible and intelligible. The
primary questions he asks are: How does this particular
engagement and confrontation challenge and radicalize
what is sometimes called comparative or intercultural
philosophy? How does this task reconsider what is meant by
philosophy? The confrontations that Wirth sets up between
Dogen, Hakuin, Linji, Shinran, Nietzsche, and Deleuze ask
readers to think more philosophically and globally about the
nature of philosophy in general and comparative philosophy
in particular. He opens up a new and challenging space of
thought in and between the cutting edges of Western
Continental philosophy and East Asian Buddhist practice.

Indiana University Press
160 pages

9780253039712
Paperback | $39.00

Philosophy
Mar 4, 2019

Nietzsche and Other Buddhas : Philosophy after
Comparative Philosophy
World Philosophies
Jason M Wirth

In Nietzche and Other Buddhas, author Jason M.
Wirth brings major East Asian Buddhist thinkers into radical
dialogue with key Continental philosophers through a series
of exercises that pursue what is traditionally called
comparative or intercultural philosophy as he reflects on
what makes such exercises possible and intelligible. The
primary questions he asks are: How does this particular
engagement and confrontation challenge and radicalize
what is sometimes called comparative or intercultural
philosophy? How does this task reconsider what is meant by
philosophy? The confrontations that Wirth sets up between
Dogen, Hakuin, Linji, Shinran, Nietzsche, and Deleuze ask
readers to think more philosophically and globally about the
nature of philosophy in general and comparative philosophy
in particular. He opens up a new and challenging space of
thought in and between the cutting edges of Western
Continental philosophy and East Asian Buddhist practice.

Indiana University Press
168 pages

Canadian Manda Group Page 12
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9780253040442
Hardcover | $99.00

Philosophy
Mar 5, 2019

The Logos of the Sensible World : Merleau-Ponty's
Phenomenological Philosophy
The Collected Writings of John Sallis #III, 10
John Sallis, Richard Rojcewicz

This volume of the collected writings of John
Sallis presents a two-semester lecture course on Maurice
Merleau-Ponty given at Duquesne University from 1970 to
1971. Devoted primarily to a close reading of the French
philosopher's magnum opus, Phenomenology of
Perception, the course begins with a detailed analysis of
The Structure of Behavior. The central topics considered in
the lectures include the functions of the phenomenological
body; beyond realism and idealism; the structures of the
lived world; spatiality, temporality, language, sexuality; and
perception and knowledge. Sallis illuminates Merleau-
Ponty's first two works and offers a thread to follow through
developments in his later essays. Merleau-Ponty's notion of
the primacy of perception and his claim that "the end of a
philosophy is the account of its beginning" are woven
throughout the lectures. For Sallis's part, these lectures are
foundational for his extended engagement with Merleau-
Ponty's The Visible and the Invisible, which was published in
Sallis's Phenomenology and the Return to Beginnings.

Indiana University Press
188 pages

9780253040459
Paperback | $38.00

Philosophy
Mar 5, 2019

The Logos of the Sensible World : Merleau-Ponty's
Phenomenological Philosophy
The Collected Writings of John Sallis #III, 10
John Sallis, Richard Rojcewicz

This volume of the collected writings of John
Sallis presents a two-semester lecture course on Maurice
Merleau-Ponty given at Duquesne University from 1970 to
1971. Devoted primarily to a close reading of the French
philosopher's magnum opus, Phenomenology of
Perception, the course begins with a detailed analysis of
The Structure of Behavior. The central topics considered in
the lectures include the functions of the phenomenological
body; beyond realism and idealism; the structures of the
lived world; spatiality, temporality, language, sexuality; and
perception and knowledge. Sallis illuminates Merleau-
Ponty's first two works and offers a thread to follow through
developments in his later essays. Merleau-Ponty's notion of
the primacy of perception and his claim that "the end of a
philosophy is the account of its beginning" are woven
throughout the lectures. For Sallis's part, these lectures are
foundational for his extended engagement with Merleau-
Ponty's The Visible and the Invisible, which was published in
Sallis's Phenomenology and the Return to Beginnings.

Indiana University Press
188 pages

9780253041913
Hardcover |

$125.00
Philosophy
Jul 1, 2019

Kafka's Monkey and Other Phantoms of Africa
World Philosophies
Seloua Luste Boulbina, Laura E Hengehold

Even though many of France’s former colonies
became independent over fifty years ago, the concept of
"colony" and who was affected by colonialism remain
problematic in French culture today. Seloua Luste Boulbina,
an Algerian-French philosopher and political theorist, shows
how the colony’s structures persist in the subjectivity,
sexuality, and bodily experience of human beings who were
once brought together through force. This text, which
combines two works by Luste Boulbina, shows how France
and its former colonies are haunted by power relations that
are supposedly old history, but whose effects on knowledge,
imagination, emotional habits, and public controversies
have persisted vividly into the present. Luste Boulbina
draws on the work of Michel Foucault, Frantz Fanon, and
Édouard Glissant to build a challenging, original, and
intercultural philosophy that responds to blind spots of
inherited political and social culture. Kafka's Monkey and
Other Phantoms of Africa offers unique insights into how
issues of migration, religious and ethnic identity, and
postcolonial history affect contemporary France and
beyond.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253041920
Paperback | $57.00

Philosophy
Jul 1, 2019

Kafka's Monkey and Other Phantoms of Africa
World Philosophies
Seloua Luste Boulbina, Laura E Hengehold

Even though many of France’s former colonies
became independent over fifty years ago, the concept of
"colony" and who was affected by colonialism remain
problematic in French culture today. Seloua Luste Boulbina,
an Algerian-French philosopher and political theorist, shows
how the colony’s structures persist in the subjectivity,
sexuality, and bodily experience of human beings who were
once brought together through force. This text, which
combines two works by Luste Boulbina, shows how France
and its former colonies are haunted by power relations that
are supposedly old history, but whose effects on knowledge,
imagination, emotional habits, and public controversies
have persisted vividly into the present. Luste Boulbina
draws on the work of Michel Foucault, Frantz Fanon, and
Édouard Glissant to build a challenging, original, and
intercultural philosophy that responds to blind spots of
inherited political and social culture. Kafka's Monkey and
Other Phantoms of Africa offers unique insights into how
issues of migration, religious and ethnic identity, and
postcolonial history affect contemporary France and
beyond.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253042101
Hardcover |

$125.00
Philosophy
Jul 1, 2019

Ubuntu and the Reconstitution of Community
World Philosophies
James Ogude

Ubuntu is premised on the ethical belief that an
individual’s humanity is fostered in a network of human
relationships: I am because you are; we are because you
are. The essays in this lively volume elevate the debate
about ubuntu beyond the buzzword it has become,
especially within South African religious and political
contexts. The seasoned scholars and younger voices
gathered here grapple with a range of challenges that
ubuntu puts forward. They break down its history and
analyze its intellectual surroundings in African philosophical
traditions, European modernism, religious contexts, and
human rights discourses. The discussion embraces
questions about what it means to be human and to be a
part of a community, giving attention to moments of loss and
fragmentation in postcolonial modernity, to come to a more
meaningful definition of belonging in a globalizing world.
Taken together, these essays offer a rich understanding of
ubuntu in all of its complexity and reflect on a value system
rooted in the everyday practices of ordinary people in their
daily encounters with churches, schools, and other social
institutions.

Indiana University Press
280 pages

9780253042118
Paperback | $57.00

Philosophy
Jul 1, 2019

Ubuntu and the Reconstitution of Community
World Philosophies
James Ogude

Ubuntu is premised on the ethical belief that an
individual’s humanity is fostered in a network of human
relationships: I am because you are; we are because you
are. The essays in this lively volume elevate the debate
about ubuntu beyond the buzzword it has become,
especially within South African religious and political
contexts. The seasoned scholars and younger voices
gathered here grapple with a range of challenges that
ubuntu puts forward. They break down its history and
analyze its intellectual surroundings in African philosophical
traditions, European modernism, religious contexts, and
human rights discourses. The discussion embraces
questions about what it means to be human and to be a
part of a community, giving attention to moments of loss and
fragmentation in postcolonial modernity, to come to a more
meaningful definition of belonging in a globalizing world.
Taken together, these essays offer a rich understanding of
ubuntu in all of its complexity and reflect on a value system
rooted in the everyday practices of ordinary people in their
daily encounters with churches, schools, and other social
institutions.

Indiana University Press
280 pages

9780253039750
Hardcover | $72.00

Philosophy
Mar 28, 2019

Hermann Cohen and the Crisis of Liberalism : The
Enchantment of the Public Sphere
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Paul E Nahme

Hermann Cohen (1842–1918) is often held to be
one of the most important Jewish philosophers of the
nineteenth century. Paul E. Nahme, in this new
consideration of Cohen, liberalism, and religion, emphasizes
the idea of enchantment, or the faith in and commitment to
ideas, reason, and critique—the animating spirits that move
society forward. Nahme views Cohen through the lenses of
the crises of Imperial Germany—the rise of antisemitism,
nationalism, and secularization—to come to a greater
understanding of liberalism, its Protestant and Jewish roots,
and the spirits of modernity and tradition that form its
foundation. Nahme’s philosophical and historical retelling of
the story of Cohen and his spiritual investment in liberal
theology present a strong argument for religious pluralism
and public reason in a world rife with populism, identity
politics, and conspiracy theories.

Indiana University Press
342 pages

9780253040497
Paperback | $38.00

Religion
May 1, 2019

Nine Talmudic Readings

Emmanuel Levinas, Annette Aronowicz

Nine rich and masterful readings of the Talmud by
the French Jewish philosopher Emmanuel Levinas translate
Jewish thought into the language of modern times. Between
1963 and 1975, Levinas delivered these commentaries at
the annual Talmudic colloquia of a group of French Jewish
intellectuals in Paris. In this collection, Levinas applies a
hermeneutic that simultaneously allows the classic Jewish
texts to shed light on contemporary problems and lets
modern problems illuminate the texts. Besides being
quintessential illustrations of the art of reading, the essays
express the deeply ethical vision of the human condition that
makes Levinas one of the most important thinkers of our
time.

Indiana University Press
240 pages
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Hardcover |

$198.00
Philosophy
Aug 1, 2019

Heidegger and Kabbalah: Hidden Gnosis and the Path of
Poi?sis
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Elliot R Wolfson

While many scholars have noted Martin
Heidegger’s indebtedness to Christian mystical sources, as
well as his affinity with Taoism and Buddhism, Elliot R.
Wolfson expands connections between Heidegger’s thought
and kabbalistic material. By arguing that the Jewish esoteric
tradition impacted Heidegger, Wolfson presents an
alternative way of understanding the history of Western
philosophy. Wolfson’s comparison between Heidegger and
kabbalah sheds light on key concepts such as
hermeneutics, temporality, language, and being and
nothingness, while yielding surprising reflections on their
common philosophical ground. Given Heidegger’s
involvement with National Socialism and his use of
antisemitic language, these innovative readings are all the
more remarkable for their juxtaposition of incongruent fields
of discourse. Wolfson’s entanglement with Heidegger and
kabbalah not only enhances understandings of both but,
more profoundly, serves as an ethical corrective to their
respective ethnocentrism and essentialism. Wolfson
masterfully illustrates the redemptive capacity of thought to
illuminate common ground in seemingly disparate
philosophical traditions.

Indiana University Press
420 pages

9780253042576
Paperback | $75.00

Philosophy
Aug 1, 2019

Heidegger and Kabbalah: Hidden Gnosis and the Path of
Poi?sis
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Elliot R Wolfson

While many scholars have noted Martin
Heidegger’s indebtedness to Christian mystical sources, as
well as his affinity with Taoism and Buddhism, Elliot R.
Wolfson expands connections between Heidegger’s thought
and kabbalistic material. By arguing that the Jewish esoteric
tradition impacted Heidegger, Wolfson presents an
alternative way of understanding the history of Western
philosophy. Wolfson’s comparison between Heidegger and
kabbalah sheds light on key concepts such as
hermeneutics, temporality, language, and being and
nothingness, while yielding surprising reflections on their
common philosophical ground. Given Heidegger’s
involvement with National Socialism and his use of
antisemitic language, these innovative readings are all the
more remarkable for their juxtaposition of incongruent fields
of discourse. Wolfson’s entanglement with Heidegger and
kabbalah not only enhances understandings of both but,
more profoundly, serves as an ethical corrective to their
respective ethnocentrism and essentialism. Wolfson
masterfully illustrates the redemptive capacity of thought to
illuminate common ground in seemingly disparate
philosophical traditions.

Indiana University Press
420 pages

9780253042514
Hardcover |

$125.00
Philosophy
Aug 1, 2019

Medieval Jewish Philosophy and Its Literary Forms
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Aaron W Hughes, James T Robinson

Too often the study of philosophical texts is
carried out in ways that do not pay significant attention to
how the ideas contained within them are presented,
articulated, and developed. This was not always the case.
The contributors to this collected work consider Jewish
philosophy in the medieval period, when new genres and
forms of written expression were flourishing in the wake of
renewed interest in ancient philosophy. Many medieval
Jewish philosophers were highly accomplished poets, for
example, and made conscious efforts to write in a poetic
style. This volume turns attention to the connections that
medieval Jewish thinkers made between the literary, the
exegetical, the philosophical, and the mystical to shed light
on the creativity and diversity of medieval thought. As they
broaden the scope of what counts as medieval Jewish
philosophy, the essays collected here consider questions
about how an argument is formed, how text is put into the
service of philosophy, and the social and intellectual
environment in which philosophical texts were produced.

Indiana University Press
456 pages

9780253042521
Paperback | $57.00

Philosophy
Aug 1, 2019

Medieval Jewish Philosophy and Its Literary Forms
New Jewish Philosophy and Thought
Aaron W Hughes, James T Robinson

Too often the study of philosophical texts is
carried out in ways that do not pay significant attention to
how the ideas contained within them are presented,
articulated, and developed. This was not always the case.
The contributors to this collected work consider Jewish
philosophy in the medieval period, when new genres and
forms of written expression were flourishing in the wake of
renewed interest in ancient philosophy. Many medieval
Jewish philosophers were highly accomplished poets, for
example, and made conscious efforts to write in a poetic
style. This volume turns attention to the connections that
medieval Jewish thinkers made between the literary, the
exegetical, the philosophical, and the mystical to shed light
on the creativity and diversity of medieval thought. As they
broaden the scope of what counts as medieval Jewish
philosophy, the essays collected here consider questions
about how an argument is formed, how text is put into the
service of philosophy, and the social and intellectual
environment in which philosophical texts were produced.

Indiana University Press
456 pages

9780253039897
Hardcover | $90.00
Political Science

Jan 10, 2019

New Critical Spaces in Transitional Justice : Gender, Art,
and Memory

Arnaud Kurze, Christopher K Lamont

Since the 1980s, transitional justice mechanisms
have been increasingly applied to account for mass
atrocities and grave human rights violations throughout the
world. Over time, post-conflict justice practices have
expanded across continents and state borders and have
fueled the creation of new ideas that go beyond traditional
notions of amnesty, retribution, and reconciliation.
Gathering work from contributors in international law, political
science, sociology, and history, New Critical Spaces in
Transitional Justice addresses issues of space and time in
transitional justice studies. It explains new trends in
responses to post-conflict and post-authoritarian nations
and offers original empirical research to help define the field
for the future.

Indiana University Press
288 pages

9780253039903
Paperback | $41.00
Political Science

Jan 10, 2019

New Critical Spaces in Transitional Justice : Gender, Art,
and Memory

Arnaud Kurze, Christopher K Lamont

Since the 1980s, transitional justice mechanisms
have been increasingly applied to account for mass
atrocities and grave human rights violations throughout the
world. Over time, post-conflict justice practices have
expanded across continents and state borders and have
fueled the creation of new ideas that go beyond traditional
notions of amnesty, retribution, and reconciliation.
Gathering work from contributors in international law, political
science, sociology, and history, New Critical Spaces in
Transitional Justice addresses issues of space and time in
transitional justice studies. It explains new trends in
responses to post-conflict and post-authoritarian nations
and offers original empirical research to help define the field
for the future.

Indiana University Press
288 pages

9780253042361
Hardcover | $94.00
Political Science

Aug 1, 2019

Spoiling and Coping with Spoilers : Israeli-Arab
Negotiations
Indiana Series in Middle East Studies
Galia Golan, Gilead Sher

For as long as people have been working to bring
peace to areas suffering long-standing, violent conflict, there
have also been those working to spoil this peace. These
"spoilers" work to disrupt the peace process, and often this
disruption takes the form of violence on a catastrophic level.
Galia Golan and Gilead Sher offer a broader perspective.
They examine this phenomenon by analyzing groups who
have spoiled or attempted to spoil peace efforts by political
or other nonviolent means. By focusing in particular on the
Israeli-Arab conflict, this collection of essays considers the
impact of a democratic society operating within a broader
context of violence. Contributors bring to light the surprising
efforts of negotiators, members of the media, political
leaders, and even the courts to disrupt the peace process,
and they offer coping strategies for addressing this kind of
disruption. Taking into account the multitude of factors that
can lead to the breakdown of negotiations, Spoiling and
Coping with Spoilers shows how spoilers have been a key
factor in Israeli-Arab negotiations in the past and explores
how they will likely shape negotiations in the future.

Indiana University Press
240 pages

9780253042378
Paperback | $41.00
Political Science

Aug 1, 2019

Spoiling and Coping with Spoilers : Israeli-Arab
Negotiations
Indiana Series in Middle East Studies
Galia Golan, Gilead Sher

For as long as people have been working to bring
peace to areas suffering long-standing, violent conflict, there
have also been those working to spoil this peace. These
"spoilers" work to disrupt the peace process, and often this
disruption takes the form of violence on a catastrophic level.
Galia Golan and Gilead Sher offer a broader perspective.
They examine this phenomenon by analyzing groups who
have spoiled or attempted to spoil peace efforts by political
or other nonviolent means. By focusing in particular on the
Israeli-Arab conflict, this collection of essays considers the
impact of a democratic society operating within a broader
context of violence. Contributors bring to light the surprising
efforts of negotiators, members of the media, political
leaders, and even the courts to disrupt the peace process,
and they offer coping strategies for addressing this kind of
disruption. Taking into account the multitude of factors that
can lead to the breakdown of negotiations, Spoiling and
Coping with Spoilers shows how spoilers have been a key
factor in Israeli-Arab negotiations in the past and explores
how they will likely shape negotiations in the future.

Indiana University Press
240 pages
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Social Science
Feb 19, 2019

Hired Daughters: Domestic Workers among Ordinary
Moroccans

Mary Montgomery

Hired Daughters examines a fading tradition of
domestic service in which rural girls familiar to ordinary
Moroccan families were placed in their homes until
marriage. In this tradition of "bringing up," the girls are
considered "daughters of the house," and part of their role
in the family is to help with the housework. Gradually, this
tradition is transforming into one in which workers unfamiliar
to their host families are paid a wage and may not stay
long, but where the Islamic ethics of charity, religious
reward, and gratitude still inform expectations on both sides.
Mary Montgomery examines why Moroccans so often talk
about their domestic workers as daughters, what this means
for workers and employers, and how this is changing in
contemporary Morocco. Prioritizing the experiences and
perspectives of these women, Montgomery charts the
tension that has developed between socially embedded,
loyal domestic workers who operate within narratives of
kinship and obligation and women who seek greater
individualization, privacy, and self-empowerment. Hired
Daughters offers a nuanced understanding of a world that
bridges public and private, morality and money, family and
outsiders. In doing so, it provides an intimate consideration
of contemporary Moroccan households as economic
enterprises and sites of navigation between the traditional
and the global.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253041012
Paperback | $46.00

Social Science
Feb 19, 2019

Hired Daughters: Domestic Workers among Ordinary
Moroccans

Mary Montgomery

Hired Daughters examines a fading tradition of
domestic service in which rural girls familiar to ordinary
Moroccan families were placed in their homes until
marriage. In this tradition of "bringing up," the girls are
considered "daughters of the house," and part of their role
in the family is to help with the housework. Gradually, this
tradition is transforming into one in which workers unfamiliar
to their host families are paid a wage and may not stay
long, but where the Islamic ethics of charity, religious
reward, and gratitude still inform expectations on both sides.
Mary Montgomery examines why Moroccans so often talk
about their domestic workers as daughters, what this means
for workers and employers, and how this is changing in
contemporary Morocco. Prioritizing the experiences and
perspectives of these women, Montgomery charts the
tension that has developed between socially embedded,
loyal domestic workers who operate within narratives of
kinship and obligation and women who seek greater
individualization, privacy, and self-empowerment. Hired
Daughters offers a nuanced understanding of a world that
bridges public and private, morality and money, family and
outsiders. In doing so, it provides an intimate consideration
of contemporary Moroccan households as economic
enterprises and sites of navigation between the traditional
and the global.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253025319
Hardcover | $99.00
Performing Arts

Mar 11, 2019

Media in Postapartheid South Africa : Postcolonial Politics
in the Age of Globalization

Sean Jacobs

In Media in Postapartheid South Africa, author
Sean Jacobs turns to media politics and the consumption of
media as a way to understand recent political developments
in South Africa and their relations with the African continent
and the world. Jacobs looks at how mass media define the
physical and human geography of the society and what it
means for comprehending changing notions of citizenship in
postapartheid South Africa. Jacobs claims that the media
have unprecedented control over the distribution of public
goods, rights claims, and South Africa's integration into the
global political economy in ways that were impossible under
the state-controlled media that dominated the apartheid
years. Jacobs takes a probing look at television
commercials and the representation of South Africans,
reality television shows and South African continental
expansion, soap operas and postapartheid identity politics,
and the internet as a space for reassertions and
reconfigurations of identity. As South Africa becomes more
integrated into the global economy, Jacobs argues that local
media have more weight in shaping how consumers view
these products in unexpected and consequential ways.

Indiana University Press
206 pages

9780253025425
Paperback | $38.00

Performing Arts
Mar 11, 2019

Media in Postapartheid South Africa : Postcolonial Politics
in the Age of Globalization

Sean Jacobs

In Media in Postapartheid South Africa, author
Sean Jacobs turns to media politics and the consumption of
media as a way to understand recent political developments
in South Africa and their relations with the African continent
and the world. Jacobs looks at how mass media define the
physical and human geography of the society and what it
means for comprehending changing notions of citizenship in
postapartheid South Africa. Jacobs claims that the media
have unprecedented control over the distribution of public
goods, rights claims, and South Africa's integration into the
global political economy in ways that were impossible under
the state-controlled media that dominated the apartheid
years. Jacobs takes a probing look at television
commercials and the representation of South Africans,
reality television shows and South African continental
expansion, soap operas and postapartheid identity politics,
and the internet as a space for reassertions and
reconfigurations of identity. As South Africa becomes more
integrated into the global economy, Jacobs argues that local
media have more weight in shaping how consumers view
these products in unexpected and consequential ways.

Indiana University Press
206 pages

9780253042002
Hardcover |

$112.00
Health & Fitness

Jul 1, 2019

Countless Blessings: A History of Childbirth and
Reproduction in the Sahel

Barbara M Cooper

How do women in Niger experience pregnancy
and childbirth differently from women in the United States or
Europe? Barbara M. Cooper sets out to understand
childbirth in a country with the world’s highest fertility rate
and an alarmingly high rate of maternal and infant mortality.
Cooper shows how the environment, slavery and abolition,
French military rule, and the rapid expansion of Islam have
all influenced childbirth and fertility in Niger from the 19th
century to the present day. She sketches a landscape
where fear of infertility generates intense competition
between communities, ethnicities, and co-wives and creates
a culture where concerns about infertility dominate concerns
about overpopulation, where illegitimate children are
rejected, and where the education of girls is sacrificed in the
name of avoiding shame. Given a medical system poorly
adapted to women's needs, a precarious economy, and a
political context where it is impossible to address sexuality
openly, Cooper discovers that it is little wonder that
pregnancy and birth are a woman's greatest pride as well
as a source of grave danger.

Indiana University Press
368 pages

9780253042019
Paperback | $55.00
Health & Fitness

Jul 1, 2019

Countless Blessings: A History of Childbirth and
Reproduction in the Sahel

Barbara M Cooper

How do women in Niger experience pregnancy
and childbirth differently from women in the United States or
Europe? Barbara M. Cooper sets out to understand
childbirth in a country with the world’s highest fertility rate
and an alarmingly high rate of maternal and infant mortality.
Cooper shows how the environment, slavery and abolition,
French military rule, and the rapid expansion of Islam have
all influenced childbirth and fertility in Niger from the 19th
century to the present day. She sketches a landscape
where fear of infertility generates intense competition
between communities, ethnicities, and co-wives and creates
a culture where concerns about infertility dominate concerns
about overpopulation, where illegitimate children are
rejected, and where the education of girls is sacrificed in the
name of avoiding shame. Given a medical system poorly
adapted to women's needs, a precarious economy, and a
political context where it is impossible to address sexuality
openly, Cooper discovers that it is little wonder that
pregnancy and birth are a woman's greatest pride as well
as a source of grave danger.

Indiana University Press
368 pages

9780253042507
Hardcover | $99.00

History
Aug 1, 2019

Class, Race, and the Civil Rights Movement, Second
Edition
Blacks in the Diaspora
Jack M Bloom, Richard Gordon Hatcher

Praise for the first edition: "A unique
sociohistorical analysis of the civil rights movement,
analyzing the interaction between the economy and political
systems in the South, which led to racial stratification. An
intriguing look at the interplay of race and class, this work is
both scholarly and jargon-free. A sophisticated study."–
Library Journal  "This is an exciting book combining
dramatic episodes with an insightful analysis.The use of
concepts of class is subtle and effective."  –Peter N. Stearns
"Ambitious and wide-ranging." –Georgia Historical Quarterly
"Excellent historical analysis." –North Carolina Historical
Review "Historians should welcome this book. A well-
written, jargon-free interpretive synthesis, it relates
impersonal political-economic forces to the human actors
who were shaped by them and, in turn, helped shape them .
. . . This refreshing study reminds us how much the
American dilemma of race has been complicated by
problems of class." –American Historical Review "A broad
historical sweep . . . . Skillfully surveys key areas of
historiographical debate and succinctly summarizes a good
deal of recent secondary literature."  –Journal of Southern
History "Bloom does a masterful job of presenting the major

Indiana University Press
368 pages
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History
Aug 1, 2019

Class, Race, and the Civil Rights Movement, Second
Edition
Blacks in the Diaspora
Jack M Bloom, Richard Gordon Hatcher

Praise for the first edition: "A unique
sociohistorical analysis of the civil rights movement,
analyzing the interaction between the economy and political
systems in the South, which led to racial stratification. An
intriguing look at the interplay of race and class, this work is
both scholarly and jargon-free. A sophisticated study."–
Library Journal  "This is an exciting book combining
dramatic episodes with an insightful analysis.The use of
concepts of class is subtle and effective."  –Peter N. Stearns
"Ambitious and wide-ranging." –Georgia Historical Quarterly
"Excellent historical analysis." –North Carolina Historical
Review "Historians should welcome this book. A well-
written, jargon-free interpretive synthesis, it relates
impersonal political-economic forces to the human actors
who were shaped by them and, in turn, helped shape them .
. . . This refreshing study reminds us how much the
American dilemma of race has been complicated by
problems of class." –American Historical Review "A broad
historical sweep . . . . Skillfully surveys key areas of
historiographical debate and succinctly summarizes a good
deal of recent secondary literature."  –Journal of Southern
History "Bloom does a masterful job of presenting the major

Indiana University Press
368 pages
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Social Science

May 2, 2019

The Wisconsin Oneidas and the Episcopal Church : A
Chain Linking Two Traditions

L Gordon McLester III, Laurence M Hauptman, Judy
Cornelius-Hawk

This unique collaboration by academic historians,
Oneida elders, and Episcopal clergy tells the fascinating
story of how the oldest Protestant mission and house of
worship in the upper Midwest took root in the Oneida
community. Personal bonds that developed between the
Episcopal clergy and the Wisconsin Oneidas proved more
important than theology in allowing the community to accept
the Christian message brought by outsiders. Episcopal
bishops and missionaries in Wisconsin were at times
defenders of the Oneidas against outside whites attempting
to get at their lands and resources. At other times, these
clergy initiated projects that the Oneidas saw as beneficial—
a school, a hospital, or a lace-making program for Oneida
women that provided a source of income and national
recognition for their artistry. The clergy incorporated the
Episcopal faith into an Iroquoian cultural and religious
framework—the Condolence Council ritual—that had a
longstanding history among the Six Nations. In turn, the
Oneidas modified the very form of the Episcopal faith by
using their own language in the Gloria in Excelsis and the Te
Deum as well as by employing Oneida in their singing of
Christian hymns. Christianity continues to have real
meaning for many American Indians. The Wisconsin
Oneidas and the Episcopal Church testifies to the power
and legacy of that relationship.

Indiana University Press
248 pages

9780253041388
Paperback | $45.00

Social Science
May 2, 2019

The Wisconsin Oneidas and the Episcopal Church : A
Chain Linking Two Traditions

L Gordon McLester III, Laurence M Hauptman, Judy
Cornelius-Hawk

This unique collaboration by academic historians,
Oneida elders, and Episcopal clergy tells the fascinating
story of how the oldest Protestant mission and house of
worship in the upper Midwest took root in the Oneida
community. Personal bonds that developed between the
Episcopal clergy and the Wisconsin Oneidas proved more
important than theology in allowing the community to accept
the Christian message brought by outsiders. Episcopal
bishops and missionaries in Wisconsin were at times
defenders of the Oneidas against outside whites attempting
to get at their lands and resources. At other times, these
clergy initiated projects that the Oneidas saw as beneficial—
a school, a hospital, or a lace-making program for Oneida
women that provided a source of income and national
recognition for their artistry. The clergy incorporated the
Episcopal faith into an Iroquoian cultural and religious
framework—the Condolence Council ritual—that had a
longstanding history among the Six Nations. In turn, the
Oneidas modified the very form of the Episcopal faith by
using their own language in the Gloria in Excelsis and the Te
Deum as well as by employing Oneida in their singing of
Christian hymns. Christianity continues to have real
meaning for many American Indians. The Wisconsin
Oneidas and the Episcopal Church testifies to the power
and legacy of that relationship.

Indiana University Press
248 pages

9780253036261
Hardcover | $64.00
Literary Criticism

Feb 1, 2019

Beyond Coloniality: Citizenship and Freedom in the
Caribbean Intellectual Tradition
Blacks in the Diaspora
Aaron Kamugisha

Against the lethargy and despair of the
contemporary Anglophone Caribbean experience, Aaron
Kamugisha gives a powerful argument for advancing
Caribbean radical thought as an answer to the conundrums
of the present. Beyond Coloniality is an extended
meditation on Caribbean thought and freedom at the
beginning of the 21st century and a profound rejection of
the postindependence social and political organization of
the Anglophone Caribbean and its contentment with
neocolonial arrangements of power. Kamugisha provides a
dazzling reading of two towering figures of the Caribbean
intellectual tradition, C. L. R. James and Sylvia Wynter, and
their quest for human freedom beyond coloniality.
Ultimately, he urges the Caribbean to recall and reconsider
the radicalism of its most distinguished 20th-century
thinkers in order to imagine a future beyond neocolonialism.

Indiana University Press
320 pages

9780253040657
Hardcover | $94.00

Social Science
Mar 21, 2019

Remembering Absence: The Sense of Life in Island
Greece
New Anthropologies of Europe
Nicolas Argenti

Drawing on research conducted on Chios during
the sovereign debt crisis that struck Greece in 2010, Nicolas
Argenti follows the lives of individuals who symbolize the
transformations affecting this Aegean island. As witnesses
to the crisis speak of their lives, however, their current
anxieties and frustrations are expressed in terms of past
crises that have shaped the dramatic history of Chios,
including the German occupation in World War II and the
ensuing famine, the exchange of populations between
Greece and Turkey of 1922–23, and the Massacres of
1822 that decimated the island at the outset of the Greek
War of Independence. The complex temporality that
emerges in these accounts is ensconced in a cultural
context of commemorative ritual, ecstatic visions, an annual
rocket war, and other embodied practices that contribute to
forms of memory production that question the assumptions
of the trauma discourse, revealing the islanders of Chios to
be active in forging their place in time in a manner that blurs
the boundaries between historiography, memory, religion,
and myth.� A member of the Chiot diaspora, Argenti makes
use of unpublished correspondence from survivors of the
Massacres of 1822 and their descendants and reflects on
oral family histories and silences in which the island
represents an enigmatic but palpable absence. As he
explores the ways in which a body of memory and a cultural
experience of temporality came to be dislocated and shared
between two populations, his return to Chios marks an
encounter in which the traditional roles of ethnographer and
participant come to be dispersed and intertwined.

Indiana University Press
330 pages

9780253040664
Paperback | $45.00

Social Science
Mar 21, 2019

Remembering Absence: The Sense of Life in Island
Greece
New Anthropologies of Europe
Nicolas Argenti

Drawing on research conducted on Chios during
the sovereign debt crisis that struck Greece in 2010, Nicolas
Argenti follows the lives of individuals who symbolize the
transformations affecting this Aegean island. As witnesses
to the crisis speak of their lives, however, their current
anxieties and frustrations are expressed in terms of past
crises that have shaped the dramatic history of Chios,
including the German occupation in World War II and the
ensuing famine, the exchange of populations between
Greece and Turkey of 1922–23, and the Massacres of
1822 that decimated the island at the outset of the Greek
War of Independence. The complex temporality that
emerges in these accounts is ensconced in a cultural
context of commemorative ritual, ecstatic visions, an annual
rocket war, and other embodied practices that contribute to
forms of memory production that question the assumptions
of the trauma discourse, revealing the islanders of Chios to
be active in forging their place in time in a manner that blurs
the boundaries between historiography, memory, religion,
and myth.� A member of the Chiot diaspora, Argenti makes
use of unpublished correspondence from survivors of the
Massacres of 1822 and their descendants and reflects on
oral family histories and silences in which the island
represents an enigmatic but palpable absence. As he
explores the ways in which a body of memory and a cultural
experience of temporality came to be dislocated and shared
between two populations, his return to Chios marks an
encounter in which the traditional roles of ethnographer and
participant come to be dispersed and intertwined.

Indiana University Press
330 pages

9780253041234
Hardcover |

$105.00
History

Apr 24, 2019

Smyllie's Ireland: Protestants, Independence, and the Man
Who Ran the Irish Times
Irish Culture, Memory, Place
Caleb Wood Richardson

As Irish republicans sought to rid the country of
British rule and influence in the early 20th century, a clear
delineation was made between what was "authentically" Irish
and what was considered to be English influence. As a
member of the Anglo-Irish elite who inhabited a precarious
identity somewhere in between, R. M. Smyllie found himself
having to navigate the painful experience of being made to
feel an outsider in his own homeland. Smyllie’s role as an
influential editor of the Irish Times meant he had to confront
most of the issues that defined the Irish experience, from
Ireland’s neutrality during World War II to the fraught cultural
claims surrounding the Irish language and literary
censorship. In this engaging consideration of a bombastic,
outspoken, and conflicted man, Caleb Wood Richardson
offers a way of seeing Smyllie as representative of the larger
Anglo-Irish experience. Richardson explores Smyllie’s
experience in a German internment camp in World War I,
his foreign correspondence work for the Irish Times at the
Paris Peace Conference, and his guiding hand as an
advocate for cultural and intellectualism. Smyllie had a
direct influence on the careers of writers such as Patrick
Kavanagh and Louis MacNeice, and his surprising decision
to include an Irish-language column in the paper had an
enormous impact on the career of novelist Flann O'Brien.
Smyllie, like many of his class, felt a strong political
connection to England at the same time as he had enduring
cultural dedications to Ireland. How Smyllie and his
generation navigated the collision of identities and
allegiances helped to define what Ireland is today.

Indiana University Press
224 pages

9780253041241
Paperback | $45.00
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Apr 24, 2019

Smyllie's Ireland: Protestants, Independence, and the Man
Who Ran the Irish Times
Irish Culture, Memory, Place
Caleb Wood Richardson

As Irish republicans sought to rid the country of
British rule and influence in the early 20th century, a clear
delineation was made between what was "authentically" Irish
and what was considered to be English influence. As a
member of the Anglo-Irish elite who inhabited a precarious
identity somewhere in between, R. M. Smyllie found himself
having to navigate the painful experience of being made to
feel an outsider in his own homeland. Smyllie’s role as an
influential editor of the Irish Times meant he had to confront
most of the issues that defined the Irish experience, from
Ireland’s neutrality during World War II to the fraught cultural
claims surrounding the Irish language and literary
censorship. In this engaging consideration of a bombastic,
outspoken, and conflicted man, Caleb Wood Richardson
offers a way of seeing Smyllie as representative of the larger
Anglo-Irish experience. Richardson explores Smyllie’s
experience in a German internment camp in World War I,
his foreign correspondence work for the Irish Times at the
Paris Peace Conference, and his guiding hand as an
advocate for cultural and intellectualism. Smyllie had a
direct influence on the careers of writers such as Patrick
Kavanagh and Louis MacNeice, and his surprising decision

Indiana University Press
224 pages

9780253040909
Hardcover | $94.00

History
Mar 29, 2019

Beyond Versailles: Sovereignty, Legitimacy, and the
Formation of New Polities after the Great War

Marcus M Payk, Roberta Pergher

The settlement of Versailles was more than a
failed peace. What was debated at the Paris Peace
Conference of 1919–1920 hugely influenced how nations
and empires, sovereignty, and the international order were
understood after the Great War—and into the present.
Beyond Versailles argues that this transformation of ideas
was not the work of the treaty makers alone, but emerged in
interaction with nationalist groups, anti-colonial movements,
and regional elites who took up the rhetoric of Paris and
made it their own. In shifting the spotlight from the palace of
Versailles to the peripheries of Europe, Beyond Versailles
turns to the treaties' resonance on the ground and shows
why the principles of the peace settlement meant different
things in different locales. It was in places a long way from
Paris—in Polish borderlands and in Portuguese colonies, in
contested spaces like Silesia, Teschen and Danzig, and in
states emerging from imperial collapse like Austria, Egypt,
and Iran—that notions of nation and sovereignty, legitimacy,
and citizenship were negotiated and contested.

Indiana University Press
258 pages
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History
Mar 29, 2019

Beyond Versailles: Sovereignty, Legitimacy, and the
Formation of New Polities after the Great War

Marcus M Payk, Roberta Pergher

The settlement of Versailles was more than a
failed peace. What was debated at the Paris Peace
Conference of 1919–1920 hugely influenced how nations
and empires, sovereignty, and the international order were
understood after the Great War—and into the present.
Beyond Versailles argues that this transformation of ideas
was not the work of the treaty makers alone, but emerged in
interaction with nationalist groups, anti-colonial movements,
and regional elites who took up the rhetoric of Paris and
made it their own. In shifting the spotlight from the palace of
Versailles to the peripheries of Europe, Beyond Versailles
turns to the treaties' resonance on the ground and shows
why the principles of the peace settlement meant different
things in different locales. It was in places a long way from
Paris—in Polish borderlands and in Portuguese colonies, in
contested spaces like Silesia, Teschen and Danzig, and in
states emerging from imperial collapse like Austria, Egypt,
and Iran—that notions of nation and sovereignty, legitimacy,
and citizenship were negotiated and contested.

Indiana University Press
258 pages
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Hardcover |

$105.00
Literary Criticism

Aug 1, 2019

England in the Age of Shakespeare

Jeremy Black

How did it feel to hear Macbeth’s witches chant of
"double, double toil and trouble" at a time when magic and
witchcraft were as real as anything science had to offer?
How were justice and forgiveness understood by the
audience who first watched King Lear; how were love and
romance viewed by those who first saw Romeo and Juliet?
In England in the Age of Shakespeare, Jeremy Black takes
readers on a tour of life in the streets, homes, farms,
churches, and palaces of the Bard’s era. Panning from play
to audience and back again, Black shows how
Shakespeare’s plays would have been experienced and
interpreted by those who paid to see them. From the
dangers of travel to the indignities of everyday life in teeming
London, Black explores the jokes, political and economic
references, and small asides that Shakespeare’s audiences
would have recognized. These moments of recognition often
reflected the audience’s own experiences of what it was to,
as Hamlet says, "grunt and sweat under a weary life."
Black’s clear and sweeping approach seeks to reclaim
Shakespeare from the ivory tower and make the plays’
histories more accessible to the public for whom the plays
were always intended.

Indiana University Press
312 pages
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Literary Criticism

Aug 1, 2019

England in the Age of Shakespeare

Jeremy Black

How did it feel to hear Macbeth’s witches chant of
"double, double toil and trouble" at a time when magic and
witchcraft were as real as anything science had to offer?
How were justice and forgiveness understood by the
audience who first watched King Lear; how were love and
romance viewed by those who first saw Romeo and Juliet?
In England in the Age of Shakespeare, Jeremy Black takes
readers on a tour of life in the streets, homes, farms,
churches, and palaces of the Bard’s era. Panning from play
to audience and back again, Black shows how
Shakespeare’s plays would have been experienced and
interpreted by those who paid to see them. From the
dangers of travel to the indignities of everyday life in teeming
London, Black explores the jokes, political and economic
references, and small asides that Shakespeare’s audiences
would have recognized. These moments of recognition often
reflected the audience’s own experiences of what it was to,
as Hamlet says, "grunt and sweat under a weary life."
Black’s clear and sweeping approach seeks to reclaim
Shakespeare from the ivory tower and make the plays’
histories more accessible to the public for whom the plays
were always intended.
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312 pages
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$112.00
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Mar 22, 2019

The Palace Complex : A Stalinist Skyscraper, Capitalist
Warsaw, and a City Transfixed
New Anthropologies of Europe
Micha? Murawski

The Palace of Culture and Science is a massive
Stalinist skyscraper that was "gifted" to Warsaw by the
Soviet Union in 1955. Framing the Palace's visual, symbolic,
and functional prominence in the everyday life of the Polish
capital as a sort of obsession, locals joke that their city
suffers from a "Palace of Culture complex." Despite
attempts to privatize it, the Palace remains municipally
owned, and continues to play host to a variety of public
institutions and services. The Parade Square, which
surrounds the building, has resisted attempts to convert it
into a money-making commercial center. Author Michał
Murawski traces the skyscraper's powerful impact on 21st
century Warsaw; on its architectural and urban landscape;
on its political, ideological, and cultural lives; and on the
bodies and minds of its inhabitants. The Palace Complex
explores the many factors that allow Warsaw's Palace to
endure as a still-socialist building in a post-socialist city.

Indiana University Press
376 pages
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The Palace Complex : A Stalinist Skyscraper, Capitalist
Warsaw, and a City Transfixed
New Anthropologies of Europe
Micha? Murawski

The Palace of Culture and Science is a massive
Stalinist skyscraper that was "gifted" to Warsaw by the
Soviet Union in 1955. Framing the Palace's visual, symbolic,
and functional prominence in the everyday life of the Polish
capital as a sort of obsession, locals joke that their city
suffers from a "Palace of Culture complex." Despite
attempts to privatize it, the Palace remains municipally
owned, and continues to play host to a variety of public
institutions and services. The Parade Square, which
surrounds the building, has resisted attempts to convert it
into a money-making commercial center. Author Michał
Murawski traces the skyscraper's powerful impact on 21st
century Warsaw; on its architectural and urban landscape;
on its political, ideological, and cultural lives; and on the
bodies and minds of its inhabitants. The Palace Complex
explores the many factors that allow Warsaw's Palace to
endure as a still-socialist building in a post-socialist city.

Indiana University Press
376 pages

9780253040954
Hardcover | $94.00

History
Apr 4, 2019

Seasoned Socialism: Gender and Food in Late Soviet
Everyday Life

Anastasia Lakhtikova, Angela Brintlinger, Irina Glushchenko

Seasoned Socialism considers the relationship
between gender and food in late Soviet daily life. Political
and economic conditions heavily influenced Soviet life and
foodways during this period and an exploration of Soviet
women’s central role in the daily sustenance for their
families as well as the obstacles they faced on this quest
offers new insights into intergenerational and inter-gender
power dynamics of that time. Food, both in its quality and
quantity, was a powerful tool in the Soviet Union. This
collection features work by scholars in an array of fields
including cultural studies, literary studies, sociology, history,
and food studies, and the work gathered here explores the
intersection of gender, food, and culture in the post-1960s
Soviet context. From personal cookbooks to gulag survival
strategies, Seasoned Socialism considers gender
construction and performance across a wide array of
primary sources, including poetry, fiction, film, women’s
journals, oral histories, and interviews. This collection
provides fresh insight into how the Soviet government
sought to influence both what citizens ate and how they
thought about food.

Indiana University Press
396 pages

9780253040961
Paperback | $45.00

History
Apr 4, 2019

Seasoned Socialism: Gender and Food in Late Soviet
Everyday Life

Anastasia Lakhtikova, Angela Brintlinger, Irina Glushchenko

Seasoned Socialism considers the relationship
between gender and food in late Soviet daily life. Political
and economic conditions heavily influenced Soviet life and
foodways during this period and an exploration of Soviet
women’s central role in the daily sustenance for their
families as well as the obstacles they faced on this quest
offers new insights into intergenerational and inter-gender
power dynamics of that time. Food, both in its quality and
quantity, was a powerful tool in the Soviet Union. This
collection features work by scholars in an array of fields
including cultural studies, literary studies, sociology, history,
and food studies, and the work gathered here explores the
intersection of gender, food, and culture in the post-1960s
Soviet context. From personal cookbooks to gulag survival
strategies, Seasoned Socialism considers gender
construction and performance across a wide array of
primary sources, including poetry, fiction, film, women’s
journals, oral histories, and interviews. This collection
provides fresh insight into how the Soviet government
sought to influence both what citizens ate and how they
thought about food.

Indiana University Press
396 pages

9780253042613
Hardcover |

$105.00
History

Jul 1, 2019

From Pugwash to Putin: A Critical History of US!Soviet
Scientific Cooperation

Gerson S Sher

For 60 years, scientists from the United States
and the Soviet Union participated in state-organized
programs of collaboration. But what really happened in
these programs? What were the hopes of the participants
and governments? How did these programs weather the
bumpiest years of political turbulence? And were the
programs worth the millions of dollars invested in them?
From Pugwash to Putin provides accounts from 63 insiders
who participated in these programs, including interviews
with scientists, program managers, and current or former
government officials. In their own words, these participants
discuss how and why they engaged in cooperative science,
what their initial expectations were, and what lessons they
learned. They tell stories of gravitational waves, classified
chalkboards, phantom scientists, AIDS propaganda, and
gunfire at meteorological stations, illustrating the tensions
and benefits of this collaborative work. From the first
scientific exchanges of the Cold War years through the
years following the fall of the Soviet Union, Gerson S. Sher
provides a sweeping and critical history of what happens
when science is used as a foreign policy tool. Sher, a former
manager of these cooperative programs, provides a

Indiana University Press
352 pages
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History
Jul 1, 2019

From Pugwash to Putin: A Critical History of US!Soviet
Scientific Cooperation

Gerson S Sher

For 60 years, scientists from the United States
and the Soviet Union participated in state-organized
programs of collaboration. But what really happened in
these programs? What were the hopes of the participants
and governments? How did these programs weather the
bumpiest years of political turbulence? And were the
programs worth the millions of dollars invested in them?
From Pugwash to Putin provides accounts from 63 insiders
who participated in these programs, including interviews
with scientists, program managers, and current or former
government officials. In their own words, these participants
discuss how and why they engaged in cooperative science,
what their initial expectations were, and what lessons they
learned. They tell stories of gravitational waves, classified
chalkboards, phantom scientists, AIDS propaganda, and
gunfire at meteorological stations, illustrating the tensions
and benefits of this collaborative work. From the first
scientific exchanges of the Cold War years through the
years following the fall of the Soviet Union, Gerson S. Sher
provides a sweeping and critical history of what happens
when science is used as a foreign policy tool. Sher, a former
manager of these cooperative programs, provides a
detailed and critical assessment of what worked, what didn’t,
and why it matters.

Indiana University Press
352 pages

9780253040800
Hardcover | $99.00

Social Science
Mar 28, 2019

The Vanishing Generation: Faith and Uprising in Modern
Uzbekistan

Bagila Bukharbayeva

As a young reporter in Uzbekistan, Bagila
Bukharbayeva was a witness to her countrys search for an
identity after the collapse of the Soviet Union. While self-
proclaimed religious leaders argued about what was the true
Islam, Bukharbayeva shows how some of the neighborhood
boys became religious, then devout, and then a threat to the
country's authoritarian government. The Vanishing
Generation provides an unparalleled look into what life is
like in a religious sect, the experience of people who live for
months and even years in hiding, and the fabricated
evidence, torture, and kidnappings that characterize an
authoritarian government. In doing so, she provides a rare
and unforgettable story of what life is like today inside the
secretive and tightly controlled country of Uzbekistan.
Balancing intimate memories of playmates and
neighborhood crushes with harrowing stories of extremism
and authoritarianism, Bukharbayeva gives a voice to victims
whose stories would never otherwise be heard.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253040817
Paperback | $46.00

Social Science
Mar 28, 2019

The Vanishing Generation: Faith and Uprising in Modern
Uzbekistan

Bagila Bukharbayeva

As a young reporter in Uzbekistan, Bagila
Bukharbayeva was a witness to her countrys search for an
identity after the collapse of the Soviet Union. While self-
proclaimed religious leaders argued about what was the true
Islam, Bukharbayeva shows how some of the neighborhood
boys became religious, then devout, and then a threat to the
country's authoritarian government. The Vanishing
Generation provides an unparalleled look into what life is
like in a religious sect, the experience of people who live for
months and even years in hiding, and the fabricated
evidence, torture, and kidnappings that characterize an
authoritarian government. In doing so, she provides a rare
and unforgettable story of what life is like today inside the
secretive and tightly controlled country of Uzbekistan.
Balancing intimate memories of playmates and
neighborhood crushes with harrowing stories of extremism
and authoritarianism, Bukharbayeva gives a voice to victims
whose stories would never otherwise be heard.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253040602
Hardcover |

$105.00
Social Science

Apr 3, 2019

Women of the Midan: The Untold Stories of Egypt's
Revolutionaries
Public Cultures of the Middle East and North Africa
Sherine Hafez

In Women of the Midan, Sherine Hafez
demonstrates how women were a central part of
revolutionary process of the Arab Spring. Women not only
protested in the streets of Cairo, they demanded
democracy, social justice, and renegotiation of a variety of
sociocultural structures that repressed and disciplined them.
Women's resistance to state control, Islamism, neoliberal
market changes, the military establishment, and patriarchal
systems forged new paths of dissent and transformation.
Through firsthand accounts of women who participated in
the revolution, Hafez illustrates how the gendered body
signifies collective action and the revolutionary narrative.
Using the concept of rememory, Hafez shows how the body
is inseparably linked to the trauma of the revolutionary
struggle. While delving into the complex weave of public
space, government control, masculinity, and religious and
cultural norms, Hafez sheds light on women's relationship
to the state in the Arab world today and how the state, in
turn, shapes individuals and marks gendered bodies.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253040619
Paperback | $41.00

Social Science
Apr 3, 2019

Women of the Midan: The Untold Stories of Egypt's
Revolutionaries
Public Cultures of the Middle East and North Africa
Sherine Hafez

In Women of the Midan, Sherine Hafez
demonstrates how women were a central part of
revolutionary process of the Arab Spring. Women not only
protested in the streets of Cairo, they demanded
democracy, social justice, and renegotiation of a variety of
sociocultural structures that repressed and disciplined them.
Women's resistance to state control, Islamism, neoliberal
market changes, the military establishment, and patriarchal
systems forged new paths of dissent and transformation.
Through firsthand accounts of women who participated in
the revolution, Hafez illustrates how the gendered body
signifies collective action and the revolutionary narrative.
Using the concept of rememory, Hafez shows how the body
is inseparably linked to the trauma of the revolutionary
struggle. While delving into the complex weave of public
space, government control, masculinity, and religious and
cultural norms, Hafez sheds light on women's relationship
to the state in the Arab world today and how the state, in
turn, shapes individuals and marks gendered bodies.

Indiana University Press
256 pages

9780253042163
Paperback | $41.00

History
Jan 25, 2019

Ottoman Dress and Design in the West : A Visual History
of Cultural Exchange

Charlotte A Jirousek

Ottoman Dress and Design in the West is a richly
illustrated exploration of the relationship between West and
Near East through the visual culture of dress. Charlotte
Jirousek examines the history of dress and fashion in the
broader context of western relationships with the
Mediterranean world from the dawn of Islam through the
end of the twentieth century. The significance of dress is
made apparent by the author's careful attention to its
political, economic, and cultural context. The reader comes
to understand that dress reflects not simply the self and
one's relation to community but also that community's
relation to a wider world through trade, colonization, religion,
and technology. The chapters provide broad historical
background on Ottoman influence and European
exoticization of that influence, while the captions and
illustrations provide detailed studies of illuminations,
paintings, and sculptures to show how these influences
were absorbed into everyday living. Through the medium of
dress, Jirousek details a continually shifting Ottoman frontier
that is closely tied to European and American history. In
doing so, she explores and celebrates an essential source
of influence that for too long has been relegated to the
periphery.

Indiana University Press
296 pages

9780253043252
Hardcover |

$161.00
History

Mar 1, 2019

My Struggle for Peace (3 Volume Set)
Perspectives on Israel
Moshe Sharett, Neil Caplan , Yaakov Sharett

My Struggle for Peace is a remarkable political
document offering insights into the complex workings of the
young Israeli political system, set against the backdrop of
the disintegration of the country’s fragile armistice with the
Arab states. Replete with the diarist’s candid comments on
Israel’s first generation leaders and world statesmen of the
day, the diary also tells the dramatic human story of a
political career cut short—the removal of an unusually
sensitive, dedicated, and talented public servant. My
Struggle for Peace is, above all, an intimate record of the
decline of Moshe Sharett’s moderate approach and the rise
of more "activist-militant" trends in Israeli society,
culminating in the Suez/Sinai war of 1956. The diary
challenges the popular narrative that Israel’s confrontation
with its neighbors was unavoidable by offering daily
evidence of Sharett’s statesmanship, moderation,
diplomacy, and concern for Israel’s place in international
affairs. This long-awaited 3-volume English abridgement of
Sharett’s Yoman Ishi [Personal diary] (Ma’ariv, 1978)
maintains the integrity, flavor, and impact of the 8-volume
Hebrew original and includes additional documentary
material that was not accessible at the time. The volumes
are also available to purchase individually.

Indiana University Press
592 pages

9780253038654
Hardcover | $80.00

History
Feb 1, 2019

Arabs and Jews in Ottoman Palestine : Two Worlds
Collide
Perspectives on Israel Studies
Alan Dowty

When did the Arab-Israeli conflict begin? Some
discussions focus on the 1967 war, some go back to the
creation of the state of Israel in 1948, and others look to the
beginning of the British Mandate in 1922. Alan Dowty,
however, traces the earliest roots of the conflict to the
Ottoman Empire in the 19th century, arguing that this
historical approach highlights constant clashes between
religious and ethnic groups in Palestine. He demonstrates
that existing Arab residents viewed new Jewish settlers as
European and shares evidence of overwhelming hostility to
foreigners from European lands. He shows that Jewish
settlers had tremendous incentive to minimize all obstacles
to settlement, including the inconvenient hostility of the
existing population. Dowty's thorough research reveals how
events that occurred over 125 years ago shaped the
implacable conflict that dominates the Middle East today.

Indiana University Press
320 pages
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History
Feb 27, 2019

Menachem Begin and the Israel-Egypt Peace Process :
Between Ideology and Political Realism
Perspectives on Israel Studies
Gerald M Steinberg, Ziv Rubinovitz

Focusing on the character and personality of
Menachem Begin, Gerald Steinberg and Ziv Rubinovitz offer
a new look into the peace negotiations between Israel and
Egypt in the 1970s. Begin's role as a peace negotiator has
often been marginalized, but this sympathetic and critical
portrait restores him to the center of the diplomatic process.
Beginning with the events of 1967, Steinberg and
Rubinovitz look at Begin's statements on foreign policy,
including relations with Egypt, and his role as Prime Minister
and chief signer of the Israel-Egypt peace treaty. While
Begin did not leave personal memoirs or diaries of the
peace process, Steinberg and Rubinovitz have tapped into
newly released Israeli archives and information housed at
the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and the Begin
Heritage Center. The analysis illuminates the complexities
that Menachem Begin faced in navigating between ideology
and political realism in the negotiations towards a peace
treaty that remains a unique diplomatic achievement.

Indiana University Press
282 pages

9780253039842
Hardcover |

$105.00
Political Science

Mar 5, 2019

Social Housing in the Middle East : Architecture, Urban
Development, and Transnational Modernity

K?vanc K?l?nc, Mohammad Gharipour, lı

As oil-rich countries in the Middle East are
increasingly associated with soaring skyscrapers and
modern architecture, attention is being diverted away from
the pervasive struggles of social housing in those same
urban settings. Social Housing in the Middle East traces the
history of social housing—both gleaming postmodern
projects and bare-bones urban housing structures—in an
effort to provide a wider understanding of marginalized
spaces and their impact on identities, communities, and
class. While architects may have envisioned utopian or
futuristic experiments, these buildings were often
constructed with the knowledge and skill sets of local
workers, and the housing was in turn adapted to suit the
modern needs of residents. This tension between local
needs and national aspirations are linked to issues of global
importance, including security, migration, and refugee
resettlement. The essays collected here consider how
culture, faith, and politics influenced the solutions offered by
social housing; they provide an insightful look at how social
housing has evolved since the 19th century and how it will
need to adapt to suit the 21st.

Indiana University Press
336 pages

9780253039859
Paperback | $49.00
Political Science

Mar 5, 2019

Social Housing in the Middle East : Architecture, Urban
Development, and Transnational Modernity

K?vanc K?l?nc, Mohammad Gharipour, lı

As oil-rich countries in the Middle East are
increasingly associated with soaring skyscrapers and
modern architecture, attention is being diverted away from
the pervasive struggles of social housing in those same
urban settings. Social Housing in the Middle East traces the
history of social housing—both gleaming postmodern
projects and bare-bones urban housing structures—in an
effort to provide a wider understanding of marginalized
spaces and their impact on identities, communities, and
class. While architects may have envisioned utopian or
futuristic experiments, these buildings were often
constructed with the knowledge and skill sets of local
workers, and the housing was in turn adapted to suit the
modern needs of residents. This tension between local
needs and national aspirations are linked to issues of global
importance, including security, migration, and refugee
resettlement. The essays collected here consider how
culture, faith, and politics influenced the solutions offered by
social housing; they provide an insightful look at how social
housing has evolved since the 19th century and how it will
need to adapt to suit the 21st.

Indiana University Press
338 pages

9780253040855
Hardcover |

$105.00
History

Apr 4, 2019

The Lure of Authoritarianism : The Maghreb after the Arab
Spring
Indiana Series in Middle East Studies
Hicham Alaoui, Stephen J King, Abdeslam M Maghraoui

The works collected in The Lure of
Authoritarianism consider the normative appeal of
authoritarianism in light of the 2011 popular uprisings in the
Middle East. Despite what seemed to be a popular
revolution in favor of more democratic politics, there has
instead been a slide back toward authoritarian regimes that
merely gesture toward notions of democracy. In the chaos
that followed the Arab Spring, societies were lured by the
prospect of strong leaders with firm guiding hands. The shift
toward normalizing these regimes seems sudden, but the
works collected in this volume document a gradual shift
toward support for authoritarianism over democracy that
stretches back decades in North Africa. Contributors
consider the ideological, socioeconomic, and security-based
justifications of authoritarianism as well as the surprising
and vigorous reestablishment of authoritarianism in these
regions. With careful attention to local variations and
differences in political strategies, the volume provides a
nuanced and sweeping consideration of the changes in the
Middle East in the past and what they mean for the future.

Indiana University Press
392 pages

9780253040862
Paperback | $51.00

History
Apr 4, 2019

The Lure of Authoritarianism : The Maghreb after the Arab
Spring
Indiana Series in Middle East Studies
Hicham Alaoui, Stephen J King, Abdeslam M Maghraoui

The works collected in The Lure of
Authoritarianism consider the normative appeal of
authoritarianism in light of the 2011 popular uprisings in the
Middle East. Despite what seemed to be a popular
revolution in favor of more democratic politics, there has
instead been a slide back toward authoritarian regimes that
merely gesture toward notions of democracy. In the chaos
that followed the Arab Spring, societies were lured by the
prospect of strong leaders with firm guiding hands. The shift
toward normalizing these regimes seems sudden, but the
works collected in this volume document a gradual shift
toward support for authoritarianism over democracy that
stretches back decades in North Africa. Contributors
consider the ideological, socioeconomic, and security-based
justifications of authoritarianism as well as the surprising
and vigorous reestablishment of authoritarianism in these
regions. With careful attention to local variations and
differences in political strategies, the volume provides a
nuanced and sweeping consideration of the changes in the
Middle East in the past and what they mean for the future.

Indiana University Press
392 pages
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